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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER
PADUCAH. KY., SIINDAY MORNING, JULY 22, 1906.
SETTLE CASE
WITHOUT TRIAL
"TRYING TO KEEP DOWN SCAN-
IN THAW CASE.
YOKES WITH HIEF;
THINKS HIM HUSBAND.
• '
WHITE AND THAW'S MOTHER
May Apply to the Court to be Ap-
pointed Harry Thaw's Legal
Guardian.
YOUNQ WIFE UPHOLDS HIM.
New York, July at.—Following the
report yesterday that Harry Thaw
bad been reported insane by alienists
employed to mate preliminary exami-
nations by W. M. K. Mott, it was
asserted that although without direct
co-operation, the farleaeis of Stanford
-.White were on the side of the moth-
er of the prisoneratran effort to set-
tle the case without the ay. of
• trial. 
.
Still far apart atiestheenibv eat in-
terests in the .case..,
and Mr. H amid.
counsel, are all fai t
er justification na--skto...plaa of the
'unwritten law.' or "emotional in-
unity" is to be the defense. The
district attorney belieees the ends ofjustice will be ssibserved by a trial.
ORO'S TAAL
Mrs. Wiliam Thaw and the firm
of Black, Oct, G rithea,& Bonyage.
which she stilt retsaits, although the
engagement is net.recoguieral by her
son. are against the trial.
Mrs. Thaw ha4 aco.to herself the
task of bringing her son to her way
of thinking in the matter of retaining
the Olcott firru and accepting advice
regarding the plea of insanity. Thus
far she has gained little ground, and
her failure has not served to increase
the cordiality of feeling between her-
self and her daughter-in-law ,who is
supporting her husband in his con-
tention
ark i,.wife
#e,rsonal
aehers eith-
Last Recourse.
Should other recourses fail, it was
said yesterday that the elder woman
wouhl apply to the courts for an ap-
pointment as her son's legal guard-
ian, on the ground that he was men-
tally unable to take care of himself.
She would thus become a committee
of his person and estate and have the
right to take any steps she might
deem to his advantage
The half dozen or more prominent
alienists who were retained several
• weeks ago by Black, Olcott, Gruber
linnynge, are not, it is 'believed,
to work for Thaw's new lawyers, or
to make any report to them. These
alienists have been retained by Mrs.
'William 'Thaw and they will not be
transferred to Lawyers Hartridge &
• Gleason ,who are conducting Thaw's
personal defense.
'NEW FIRE HOSE
WILL BE TESTED
CHIEF WOODS WAITING FOR
THE ENTIRE 3,000 FEE
TO ARRIVE.
It Is To Be Tested to See if It Comes
Up to the Guarantee Before
Being Accepted.
Chief James Woorai of Nil. nee
 4e
partment, yeaterday said hc had de-
cided to wa t until the balance of the
aew hose arrived before testing any
of it. There has already reached here
the t.sco feet bought from the
Eureka people, Alle the Similar
amount from the Manhattan company
is expected any day this *telt
The hose has fifty ,feet to the sec-
tion, and the chief test it a sec•
tion at a time in order to see 4 it
wiil properly withstahd the pressure
of goo pottncle to the square inch, thisbeing the guarantee nf the companies
selling it to the anpnicipal authori-
ties for tfre fire elleilartment service.
The contract with the supply houses'
• states that the hose is to be tested
before it is acceptedl and paid forby the authorities.
When the balance of the new order
comes the chief will°notify the fire
7 ottim t t ee so they can assemble at
the stationhouse and) witness the test.
The school of experiens open
Toledo Lady Has Very Unique Ex-
perience.
Toledo, 0., July at.---For four or
five minutes last night Mrs. W. C.
Reynols stritrelect with a
burglar he held her wrists and
admotisthech her to keep quiet, be-
 lieving-the- ist. ade. was her-
and that he was trying to scare her.
M. Reynolds had preceded his wife
to bedi about an hour. Just as she
entered the room her wrists were
tightly grasped. She was told her
life lay in keeping quiet. The strug-
gle was not noisy and the first 'inti-
mation Mrs. Reynolds had that all
was not right was when the burglar
released his hold and jumped through
the window. Mrs. Reynolds calmly
awakened her husband and told her
experience. The fellow escapedl
BACK FROM
CANAL ZONE
Alr'fIR /ST., F7sPDTC0TT, MEM1BER
OF CANAL COMMISSION
Many a citizen who trades on mar-
gins wouldn't think of buying a gold
brick.
RAILROADERS'
CONFERENCE
SUPERINTENDENT EGAN AND
OTHERS HAVE NOT
RETURNED.
Detective Mason, of the Mempsi Di-
vision, Was Here Yesterday—
Goes to Dawson Today.
Superintendent Egan. Master Me
ll 
-
einic Turnbull and Roadmaster
Thompson, of the local terminals for
the Illinois Central railroad, have not
yet returned from Chcago where they
have been the past week attending
the conferenc held by the division
superintendents, roadenasters and
master mechanics of the entire sys-
tem for the purpose of talking over
the improvements of the past year,
and ouelining the work to be perform-
ed the ensuing twelve mothns.
A very large flambe were present SPEAKS FOR THE FIRST TIME
at this year's' conference, which is ABOUT HIS WEALTH.
one of the annual sessions held every
C MIMIC .
TREATY SIGNED
ON HIGE SEAS
TILE WARRING FACT:ONS CF
CENTRAL MISERICA AGREE.
WORK IS POGRESSING WELL
VOL 23, NO. 6,1
MINISTER WEDS; HIS CON-
GREGATION SAYS AMEN.
Forgives Haste on Account of His
Nine Motherless Children.
Columbus, Ind., July 21.—The Rev.
William H. Boo's. :Iss.tir of t'ie
crsse:e 
....s
Mary Davis, of Martinsvillej_Va.,
q Tay-married yesterday at the
home of the pastor by his brother-in-
law, the Rev. C. L. Etmore. As the
first wife of the Rev. Mr. Brookdied last March the Ladies Aid so-
ciety of the church he represents
thought it best to adopt resolutions
concerning the marriage.
The resolutions in part said::
"We realize that the public, notknowing all the surroundings, may
criticise the seeming haste of your
marriage, but we who know more ofyour surroundings and of your long
acquaintance and your family's great
need, do, not hesitate to heartily ap-
prove the step you have taken."
The Rev. Mr. Brook has nine
children.
NO DETAILS YET AVAILABLE
Especially Well Pleased With Sani- State Department at Washington
tary Work of Col. lebtthed and the President
Gorgas. Informed.
CHAIRMAN SHONTS REMAINS.
Washington', July 21—Admiral End-
I i cott, member of the Isthmian Canal
cominission, has resumed ha duties
as chief of the bureau of yards and
choolcis, navy department, after a trip
to Panarnial, where he has attended a
meeting of the canal comanission.
Admiral Endicott sa ys that the work
is progressing well, though at present
it is largely oteparatory work that "s
being done.
Sanitary Work.
He spoke in high terms of Col.
Gorgas, saying that nhe work this. of-
ficer has accomplished in the way of
sanitation is wonderful, not only on
account of the great diffculties which
he encountered, but especially be-
those of the effectiveness of the work.
He says there have been only a few
-rases of yellow fever there during
the past year, and none since last
November.
Chairman Shc;nts expects to rema'n
in the isthmus for about a month,
during which time he will make a
thorough inspectson of every branch
of the work.
JOHN 0,. NOT
A BILLIONAIRE
Railroad Detective.
'Detective Mason. of the acemphis
tfivison. of the Illinois Central rail-
road, was in the city yesterday on
private business of an official nature.
While there he was in consultat on
with Chief Collins. of the police force,
and also Special Officer Richard Tol-
bert, of the railroad yard service.
Sorel-annual Dividend.
The Illnois Central has declared
its three per cent. ceni-annual divi-
dend.
Railroaders' Outing.
The following railroaders fro up in
Dawson this morning to spend the
day:
T. R. Houseman, J. I). Riggs, W.
5. Gilbert ,W M Watson, C F Akers
W E Neighbors, S. J. Potter, C. T.
Housman, W V Crolley. M. L. Akers,
WI A. Goad, J. ,L Bryan, Wiley Mel-
v, C. N. Marques*, W. James, E
D. Sutherland and L. L. Phelps.
Their wives. wal accompany them.
Watch Inspections.
Mr. Harry Meyers, the jeweler,
has returned from out on the road.
where he has been the past week ;n-
specting the watches of all Illinois
Ontral railroad employes for the di-
visions running out of this city. He
goes as Yar as Golconda, Carbondale
and Cairo in Illinois ,then up the
Louisville division to Central City,
and down the Memphis division to
Fulton. This is the quarterly in-
spection of all the timepieces.
INSURANCE STAFF.
Reward for Their Good Work Dur-
ing the Past Week.
The entire staff of the Common-
wealth Instirance company of this
city, was taken to, the Palmer yes-
terday for dinner by the superintend-
ent as a reward for their good work
during the past week. The staff had
been divided up into teams of five
each ,and conducted a contest, seeing
who could write the most insurance
of • the industrial kind. Mr. J. S.
Crowell captured the prize.
Jeffords had his hip dis-
located by 'slipping while rollng logs
yesterday at the basket factory in Me-
ohaniciburg.
twenty-four hours each dab-. Try a Register want ad.
Before Sailing From France For
Home He Declares He Hasn't
as Much as Many Believe.
Paris, July at.—John D. Rockef
ler sailed for New York this evening
on the Hamburg-American Line
steamer Amerika.
For the first time in his life Mr.
Rockefeller spoke about the extent of
his wealth.
"I am not a billionaire," he said. 'I
am not worth as much as people say
I am—not one-tenth of it. It is
wrong for the newspapers to publish
such statements and I am sorry to
find the French papers adopted these
statements.
"I'm happy to know I'm going
home. I've had a splendid time. My
six weeks at Compiegne will not be
forgotten soon. But there's no place
like home, after all."
, --The street railroad company has
finished laying the new track on
Sixth between Broadway and Ken-
tucky avenue, and when the bittilithic
people commence spreading their
foundation and conmos lion, the car
people will begin putting concrete
tinder the rails and cross ties, to make
a solid foundation.
DELEGATES RETURNED HOME.
San Jose, Guatemala, July 2I.—A
treaty of peace between Guatemala;
Salvador and Honduras was signed
yesterday on board the United States
cruiser Marblehead on the high seas
off the Guatemalan coast.
The peace commissioners of Guate-
mala ,landed yesterday. The commis-
sioners of Salvador and Honduras
will be landed at 'Acajutla today. The
members of the American legation
will land at the respective points
‘shere they are accredited.
There was a strenuous discussion
and some difficulty in reaching mu-
wally acceptable conditions. The
Mexican minister, Senor Gamboa,
was active in assisting. in bringing
about an agreement.
The peace commissioners adopted
resolutions thanking the presidents of
the United States and Mexico for
their intervention.
The Central American war, which
bade fair to involve four or more re-
publics, in addition to the two origi-
nally concerned, Guatemala and Sal-
vador, began in May with the depart-
ere of expeditions from Salvador to
assist in a Guatemalan revolution tin-
der the leadership of Gen. Toledo.
Engagements with varying results
were fought between the insurrec-
tionary forces and those of the gov-
ernments of Guatemala until Salva-
dor formally entered the conflict. A
little later a Guatemalan force enter-
ed Honduras, the result being to ar-
ray that republic on the side of Sal-
vatioptery ,
JUST A RESTAURANT.
— —
Mr. Thee Peters Has Converted Sa-
loon Into a gastanrant.
M. Theo Peters, whose saloon li-
cense was taken away from him at
Eleventh and Broadway the first of
this month, has openes1 a restaurant
and soft drink establishment in the
house Many people passing back
and forth and seeing the place open
thought a saloon had been started,
but the legislative boards will not
permit any at this corner on account
of the hundreds of school, children
that have to pass the place.
Several Births.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hubschmann,
of ma Broad street, have a sew boy
baby at their home.
M/r. ansl Mrs. James Thomas, of
Rowlandtown, have a fine new boy
baby.
Information was received yester-
day from Ames, Ta , stating that Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Jacobs are the par-
ents of a fine girl baby. The moth-
er was formerly Miss Bodenheimer,
of this city, and with her husband
was here last year visiting relatives.
FEAR MEXICAN
REV
New Orleans, July 2t.—E. J. Ma-
ther ,one of tile party of fifty-two I
American men, women and children,
who left Mexico because of anti-for-
eign threats and passed through New
Orleans late last' night, said:
,"One of the most alarming features
of the situation is the fact that the
Mexican servants have joined in the
anti-foreign movement, and the wives
of the foreigners are in mortal ter-
ror of their families being poisoned
by the servants.
"I was reluctant to leave the coun-
try, but I simply could not resist the
pleadings of the members of my fam-
ily.i I am now taking them to our
foriner home in Ohio.
"The anti-foreign movement is
strongest in the southern and central
portions of Mexico, where the natives
have been wrought up to a high
pitch of excitment by agitators and
agents of revolutionary eOcietils.
Along the Rio Grande border the
11101w-tient 's not so strong, because
the Mexicans fear the Texans, who
know how to shoot.
"The educated class of Mexico is
not in sympathy with the anti-foreign
movement ,but it is a hopeless min-
ority. The army is recruited from
the lower classes and cannot be re-
lied upon. The uprising is scheduled
to occur in September, and if it
starts it will be necessary for the
United States to throw an army
across the border to protect Ameri-
can citizens.
"The anti-foreign sentiment has
grown to such an extent that I do
not believe the Mexican government
can cope with it successfully."
‘Other members of the party include
mien with their families bound for
Kentucky. Tennessee and states fur-
ther east. In all there are seven
men, seven woemn and thirty-eight
childrn.
LONG JOURNEY
ABOUT ENDED
REMAINS OF COL. J. L. KIL-
GORE ARRIVE FROM
EUROPE.
The Infant of Mr. Alex Caruthers
Died Yesterday; Also Son of
Mr. F. H. Chiles.
The remains of Col. J. L. Kilgore
arrived yesterday at New York from
Europe, and are now being hurried
to his home in Anderson, Ind. ,for
irterment. The deceased passel
away at Osttnd, Belgium, and the
probabilities are the funeral servicei
swill be held tomotrow or Tuesday.
Mr. I. C. Kilgore, of Cape Girar-
deau, Mo., arrived here last evening,
aid being joined by Mr. Blaine Kil-
gore, of this city, the two left this
morning at 2 o'clock to attend the
funeral services over the remains of
their relative.
Infant Passed Away.
The infant of Mr. Alex Caruthers,
of aoos Yeiser avenue in Mechanics-
burg, died yesterday at noon and
will be buried this afternoon at 2
o'clock at Oak Grove cemetery. The
father is • connected wiah Sowell's
mill.
Died of Meningitis.
Joseph Sawyer Chiles died yester-
day morning at to o'clock of menin-
gitis and iheumatism, after two
vs. eks illness at their home in the
Maosna Mill neighborhood of the
covnty. The remains will be buried
this morning it Oak Grove cemetery.
The child was the son of Mr. F. H.
Chiles and a nephew of Rev. W. S.
Chiles, of the IRelscue affssion of
South Third street.
CITY JAILER.
When the Field is Lined Up Patrol-
man Hurley Will Be Among the
Runners.
As the year advances more candd-
ate; continue announcing to their
friends that they will, at the proper
titne, make public their determinatiop
to run for different offices.
The latest is Patrolman Aaron .Hur-
key, of the police force, who be
a candidate for city pailer. M.
-Hurley is without doubt one of the
most of brave officers of the
force and if chosen would make a
most excellent jailer. Hoses of his
friends hate been urging hint to run
for some weeks, and he .has about
concluded to announce at the proper
time.
Several others have already sad
they intended running also.
MISTREATED HORSES.
Humane Society Officer Made Own-
ers Take Both Out of Harness.
Mr. Thomas Sanders, investigating
officer for the Humane Society, yes-
terday found Livingston & Company
using "a lame horse to their delivery
wagon, and comizelled the owners to
take the beast oirt. of harness to re-
main until well enough to work.
The officer found A. H. Baldwin's
moving van had attached a horse
with a sore hoof. This animal was
ordered out of the harness also, and
the instruction' was quickly obeyed.
The Register, to *eats per week.
SUITS IN THE
MINOR COURTS
LD SUIT
.AGAWST
 
-PROF: 
-DEAL
NEGRO HELD FOR BOOTLEGGING
County Clerk Hiram Smedley Has -
Returned From Monteagle, Tenn.
Will Probated.
OTHER COURT MA ERS.
Yesterday in the court of Justice
Charles Emery the Langstaff-Orm
Manufacturing company filed suit
against Prof. William Deal, the mu-
sician, for *sci.fio claimed due upon
an unpaid debt contracted by Deal
for lumber used in the bandstand
erected at the Broadly's); end of the
public market. The lumber people at-
tached money belonging to Deal in
the Citizens' Savings Bank.
Magisterial Court
Justice John Burnett convenes his
monthly term of magisterial court to-
mcrrow morning at his office on
North Fourth street.
Bootlegging Charged.
Deputy United States Marshal
Wade Brown returned yesterday
from Hopkinsvillc, where he carried
Randall Jones ,colored, who is charg-
ed with bootlegging, and was arrest-
ed at Roarin gSprings, Ky., by :he
cl. euty, who hroe. o take him before
United States Cosnrnissiooer Yonts at
Hopkinsville for an examining tc.al
os account of `he absence from this
city of Commissioner W. Armour
Gardner. Jones was held to the grandjury by the Hopkinsville comniission-
er. and executed bond for his appear-
ance.
Zseeptiotais Considered.
Referee Bagby of ti' tankriptty
urt, yesterday susta• ied exceptions
t: some claims in the 1% ill Harris &
Company case from Mariay, whiis
other exceptions were overruled.
Clerk Returned.
County Clerk Hi-ant. Smedley has
returned from soojurning at Mont-
eagle, Tenn., for his health, and was
yesterday at his office. He is feeling
ranch better.
Will Probated.
In the county court yesterday there
was filed for,probate the will or the
late James HudginS, who left 22
acres of land to his daughter Sadie,
s acres to his son Louis, and the re-
mainder of the land and all other
property, except one cow, to his oth-
er daughters, Emma and Jennie. The
will was written March 31st. 1906.
and the signature of the deceased at-
tested by James Neece, G. E. Riley
and Mark Burrow.
Licensed to Wed.
James Yarbrough, aged 34, of
Nashville ,Tenn., and Fannie Dennis,
aged ae, of Mayfield, have been li-
censed to wed, and were married by
Rev. Chiles. The groom is an sitgi-
neer ,and this is his first venture,
while it is the second for the br'de.
Prisoner Taken Through.
Deputy Sheriff W. L. Moore, of
Williamsburg, Ky., rassed through
the city yesterday en route home
from Marion, Ill.. with Walter
Thompson, who is charged with as-
saulting Commonwealth Attorney In-
steely of Williamsburg with intent to
kill.
at Lamer hi
rrosectited Thompson for some alleg-
ed offense, and the latter swore ven-
geance. Thompson is acf:ised of S-
SallilIng the attorney. Hc escaped to
Illinois, whl-e he -as arrested.
'.U1ABERLAND PRESBYTERIANS
ARE UNABLE TO AGREE.
11.••••••••.11116
Morgantown, Ky., Judy 21.—The
regular meeting of 'Cumberlans1 or
United Presbyterian Presberty was to
have been held at Lebanon etarreb,
five miles from here, bet as there are
en many arst4-Unioniits there, they
have called a meeting to change the
place of rriteeting,-and the anti-Union
faction have called their peesberty to
meet with the Lebanon church Aug
It*, 28. The Cusltherland. • Presby-
terian churches are greatly divided.
The church at this place is for the
union. hut the country churches are
rn,i.tly opposed to the union
--The grand lodge of the colored'
Knights of Pythias, of thia state,
meets tomorrow at Henderson, Ky..
and delegate' go from We.
--""--'11711Prmitliir•IrWIWIPrum—meseieste- -1,7-
•
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Young
Next
society
Society Crowd.
Friday evening the younger
crowd will give a dance at
the park
Postponed Dance.
The postponed dance of the Cotil-
lion Club will be given next Wed-
nesday evening at the Wallace park
pavill ion.
Happy Time on River.
—NMI- Rosebud Trolson su
charming afternoon to many freinds
yesterday aboard the steamer Bettie
Owen. Dancing ,music and other fea-
tures served to while away the pleas-
ant moments.
for being the m' ;t 'ardent anti accee-
teble suitor, while to Miss Elizabet
Atkins went the 6ift of a bold -verette
as the lady's prize, which she pre-
sented to Miss Beulah Perryman.
The refreshments were shaped. into
pretty red hearts and quite delicions.
• Those there were: Misses Lucille
end Beulah Perryman, of Knoxville,
Tenn.; Florence Wood, of Louisville,
4_,Ky.;_ Rosa !Bayne, 
 
of Birmingham,
!Ala.; Mary Bondurant, Ella Wilhelm.
Corinne Winstead, Elizabeth Atkins,
Irene Curd, Rosebud and Lily Hob-neberger, Charks Rieke, Robert
son, Marjorie Loving, Carrie Ham,Guthrie, Will Henneberger, Harry Nelia Watfield, Carrie Hendricks. Syl-Gilbert, Gall Beeier and Dr. Will
via Levy, Henri Alcott, Cora Rich-
ardson, Marjorie Bagby, Helen Al-
cott, Hattie Settle, Mrs. Lelia I.ewis,
Messrs. Harry Gilbert, Frank Cheek.
Clifford and Willie Reddick, Fred
Wade, Guy Jones, Clark Bonder-ant.
Warren Sights, Oswald Cheek, Ned
Owen.
Former Paducah Ladi.
Friends in this city have learned
of the recent marriage of Mrs. Clara
Chenworth, of St. Loins, to M. Wil-
liam W. Stropp, of Mineral Point
Mb. The couple is now rruaking their
home at the latter city.
e bnO ish most !beautiful her
cultured lady who resided here for 3
nientier of years, and for a while was
connected with the Notele-Overby
wholesale grocery at Fourth and Jef-
ferson streets. She is a sister-in-law
of Mr. WVIliam Scott, the hardware
dealer, and took up her home in St.Pavilion Dance.
Louis several years' ago.An unusually large crowd of friends
Mr. Swoop is a young business
were guests of Mr. Flanigan and Mr.
man of St. Louis, who with others is
Arthur Mills Friday evening at the
engaged in the floated barytes min-
Wallace Park pavilion, where the in Inteiness at Mineral Point .Mo.,
throng indulged in a lively dance un- being secretary and treasurer of tilt
til midnight. Point Mining and Milling company
of that place.
Afternoon on Water.
Misses Louise Guthrie of Lincoln,
Neb., and Hattie, Elizabeth and Ellen
'Boswell and Julia Dabney. spent a
riost delightful afternoon reran the
Gino river Thur;dey aboard the
steamer Bettie Ow- e.
Ladies' Auxiliary.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the
Knights of Columbus has been hold-
ing weekly session; heretofor.e, but
last week changed them to once each
month,. the next gathering being
with Mrs. John J. Dorian of South
Fourth street. August 1st.
Seventh Anniversary.
A few invited friends assisted
Master James Slaughter to celebrate
the seventh anniversary of his birth
Friday afternoon at the residence of
his parents, Captain and Mrs. John
Slaughter, of Tenth and Clay streets.
A happy gathering was enjoyed by
the party, consisting of Misses
Gladys and Maie Pitman, Irma
Slaughter, Lora Robertson, Linda
Bryant, Jennie V. Lane, and Masters
Gene Lane .Frank Lally, Paul Dis-
mukes, Edwin and James Slaughter.
Love-Harris.
Invitations have
Evening at "Whitehaven."
The handsome Arcadian home
"Whitehaven" of Miss Elizabeth At-
kin, was the scene of an attractive
porch party given Tuesday evening
complimentary to Misses
I:tulah Perryman of
Tenn., who are esteemed
tne city. 
Progressive always
sepplying new partners, proved quite
interesting to 1hr party that was
seated in circle form around the
punch table. The ices and cakes
ware of much daintiness.
Those out weie: Misses Lucille
Perryman, Beulah Perryman, Mary
Bondurant. Henri Alcott, Laura An-
derson and Elizabeth Atkins; Messrs.
Warren Sights, Rollie Graham,
James Wheeler, Frank Cheek, Will
Scott and Zach Hayes.
conversation
Lucile and
Knoxville.
visitors in
G. B.
Burnett
Terrell, Lynn Boyd, Fowler Post,
Will. Fisher, John Campbell, George
Cochran, Charlie Hovious, Edward
Newell, John Robertson.
Fulton Nuptials.
Miss Mary liettie Fields and Mr.
Fren 
-N. Paschell of Fulton, Ky., will
be united in marriage the coming
Wednesday evening, at the bride's
country residence near that -city, The
centracting couple are among the
most prominent and popular young
people of that vicinity and have num-
erous Paducah friends.
The charming bride-to-be is the
niece of Rev. Peter Fields of the
Third street Methodist church of
this city, who will go down to per-
form the ceremony uniting the happy
pair.
Delightful Evening.
Ashbrook. Lorenzo Emery, Clay A few invited friends were guettS
Kidd, Milton Wallerstein, Raleigh cf Miss Ora Alley Friday evening at
Graham, Will Owen Zack Hayes, Deiher home on
Froage. Sid Lemon, Fendoll dessee street ,and an exceedingly de-
lightfed social enjoyed, the Fines be-
ing happy, spirited affairs, and re-
freshments of delicious nature.
Those enjoying the evening were:
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Lynch, Misses
Gertrude Thomas, Nellie Hotchkiss.
Gela Thomas, Vera Bowers, Minnie
Thomas, Ora Alley, Rosa Thomas
and Messrs. James Watson, Vera
Phillips, Oscar Harvey, Albert Han-
son and Walter Reams.
TIMELY SIICIALS
-011 Witi
so Pieces of Laws and Batiste, a epc
regular roc value, per yard. 
as Pieces Striped Zephyr Ginghams,
a Is value, per yard, 6C
Evening With Miss Burnett.
Very charmingly was •spent Wed-
nesday evening by a happy ceterie
of young people at the residence of
Misses Elizabeth and Mary Burnett
of West Broadway, diversions of
every riature comprising to form a
very pleasant few hours.
The spacious porch was
cemprised the
ments.
The guests were: Misses Gladye
Cobourn, Hannah and Sarah Corbett,
Elizabeth Terrell, Grace Hills, Anna
Hayes, Bessie Newman. of Jackson.
Tenn.. Azilee Reeves, Gussie Cocke
end Mattie Northington of Wickliffe,
Ky.; Marie Weille, Lidia
Susie Dabney. Emma Greer, Julia
lhompson, Laura Towns, Messrs.
Harold Williamson, Sinnott Mey-
ers, Wayne Palmer. Brooks Towns,
Leslie Warren, John Campbell, Hor-
ace Terrell, John Palmer, Roy Noble
Kirkland, Edwin Lightfoot, William
Powell, George Cochran. Mesdames
A. RI Meyers, J. R. Cobourn, \V C.
Kidd and Mrs. Hayes.
prettily
bedecked with Japanese lanterns.
while the home interior presented
an engaging scene with its attractive
floral arrangements. Ices- and cakes
enjoyable refresh-
Guessing Contest
A spirited guessing' contest was an
interesting feature of the deightfu!
party given Tuesday morning by
handsome home of Miss Fran-) Miss Frances Wallace at her countryhome "Ellesley" in Arcadia, compli-
ccs Terrell on Kentucky avenue, was
mentary to Misses Louise Guthrie of
' .Lincoln, Neb., and Marjorie Brownthe scene of a most charming lunch-
eon tendered friends Wednesday at- of Atlanta, Ga. A happy timeternoon at o'clock, complimentary .Pad by the gay throng, to whichto Miss Louise Guthrie of Lincoln.!served seaionable delicacies.
Neb., who is the attractive guest of
received here Miss Elizabeth Boswell of "Afton
by friends announcing that August ;Heights" near Arcadia.
7th, there will be married Miss Mary I Covers were placed for twelve
Love, of Jackson. Tenn, and Mr. young lady friends, while the home
Marvin Enoch Harris, of Memphis. arranged with an artistic floral deco-
The nuptials occur at the home of the ration of much beauty. Following
bride's parents, Rev. and Mrs. 'Sam-
uel B. Love, of Jackson.
The charming bride is
Mrs. John U. Robinson,
and Monroe streets, this
been
a niece of
of Ninth
city.
Dance for Visitor.
At the park pavilion Wednesday
evening Mr. and Mks. C. L. VanMe-
tcr of Kentucky avenue, will enter-
tain with a dance complimentary to
their guests, Misses Hattie V. Miller
and Ittary,Newton, of Circleville, 0.
Jackson Nuptials.
Next Thursday evening Miss Celes-
ta 'Bray and Mr. Joseph Gorwin will
be united in marriage at the resi-
dence of the bride in Jackson, Tenn.
The couple leaves immediately for
their bridal tour that closes upon ar-
rival next month in New York where
they will make their home.
Very talented and charming is the
cultured and beautiful bride, who has
often visited this city at the home
of her sister. Mr.. George Watt^:rs
ot West Broadway. She is the
daughter of former postmaster Felix
Robinson Bray of Jackson, and qu.te
a popular young lady.
Jolly Hay Ride.
Aboard the ever attractive hay
wagon, a happy crowd spent a jolly
time Thursday .evaining, the affair
v.risaplinaculari fiz Miss Eunic
Landrum of West Tennessee. After
spending several pleasant hours on
the hay, the party drove out to the
home of friends on the Cairo road
where luncheon was partaken of.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Thome-- chap-
eroned the party that consisted of:
?Berdie Lee Jones, Fannie Wallace,
Lucik Pennywitt, Lora Sullivan,
Geraldine Wilson, Messrs. Lon Oli-
ver. Mr. Grassham, Mr. Reed, Mr.
• MeGlothery, Joe Walker, Ed Suther-
land and M. S. Marmol.
Boating Party.
Under chaperonage of Mr. and
• Mrs. Thomas Hall, several skiffs full
of young people hied themselves to
the Rand bar opposite this city Wed-
nesday evening, and there spent sev-
eral happy hours. during which time
erimptoeS supper was spread.
Those along were: Misses Ger-
trde Scott, Henri Alcott, 'Elizabeth
Sebree, Mary Scott, Marjory Loving,
Ndin Hatfield, Helen Hills and
Amanda Long. of Russellville, Ky.:
Messrs. Warren Sights, Henry 4-hen-
Noon
The
Luncheon.
the sumptuous course luncheon the
afternoon was whiled away at many
diversions.
Those entertained were: Misses
Elizabeth Boswell, Louise Guthrie, of
Nebraska; Ellen Boswell. Dorothy
Langstaff. Ancita Keller, Carrie Tru-
heart, of Louisville; Julia Dabney.
Frances Terrell, Elizabeth Kirkland,
Mary Cave, Lucia Powell, Eloise
Bradshaw, Mary Wheeler.
Informal Evening.
In an informal manner a party of
young people spent Friday evening
with Miss Lucile Powell of Nest
Eroadway, and a jolly time had It
was out of compliment to Mks
Amanda Long of Russelly Ile, Ky.,
who is visiting Mrs. ;.en B. Ogilvie;
Miss Marjor'ie !trown of Atlae ta, Ga.,
who is viting M:ss Frances Wallace
of Arcadia, and Miss Lenise Guthrie
of Lincoln. N
The indulgences
ing, games and other
while refreshments of
ress were served.
Those participating were: Misses
Aneita Keller, Louise Guthrie, Eliza-
beth Boswell, Eloise Bradshaw, Mar-
jorie Brown. Amanda Long, Rosebud
end Lily Hobson. Jean Morris, for-
(thy Langstaff .Helen Hills, Henri
Alcott, Messrs. Robert Guthrie,
sssioem Crlip P G.orgp Thnmpcon, zees.
Hayes, Clay Kidd, Warren Sights,
Charlie Rieke, Leo Keller, Milton
Walierstein, Will Rudy and Mr. Culi-
Progressive Love.
A most enjoyable and unique
evening was that tendered Thursday
ii'ght by the Misses Puryear of
Broadway, complimentary to Misses
Lucile and Beulah Perryman of
Knoxville, Tenn., who are charming
visitors in the city. It was a "pro-
gressive love" affair and very delight-
comprised danc-
pleasantries.
much dainti-
ful in
The
•••=.11==••••
r
social
its details.
pink and red color scheeres
prevailed in the house dem-Miens,
while the lawn with its drapery of
jepanese lanterns and well aernnged
settees, proved an admirable place for
was
was
Those out for the morning were.
Misses Margery Brown, of Atlanta,
Ga.; Louise Guihrie, of Lincoln,
Neb.; Amanda Long, of Russellville.
;:.y.; Mildred West of St. Louis; Al-
ma Higgins, of St. Louis; Carrie
Truhart, of Louisville; Elizabeth At-
kine, Fred Paxton, Julia Dabney,
Catharine Quigley, Helen Hills, Neli3
Ilatfield, Marjory Loving, Mary
Wheeler, Elizabeth ,Sebree. Elizabeth
Boswell, Helen Boswell, Rosebud
Hobson. Sarah Tolbert, Amy Drey-
fess. Lillie Hobson, Mary Scott.
Mary Hendrick, Dorothy Langstaff,
Erma Yeiser, Lucille Weil, Lucyette
Soule, Henri Alcott, Mildred Soule.
Mary Cave, Anita Keiler, Eloise
iiradshaw, Lucia Powell, and Gene
Morris.
Endeavor Entertainment.
Members of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian church Christian Endeavor
entertained elate a crowd of friends
evening at the church lec-
with a charming
Thursday
ture room, literary
and musical affair. During the
cring light refreshments were
taken of, While the programme
prised the following attractive
ures:
Operire eddeess—rres'dent,
son Lockwood.
Piano solo—''Midnight Whisper-
ings"—Miss Katherine Hovenden.
Reading—(selected) — Miss Eliza-
beth Graham.
Piano solo—(selected)—Miss air-
ihe Lee Jones.
Vocal solo—"I'd Like to Hear that
;Fong Again"—Miss Loraine Gra-
einem
Address—Rev. S. H. Esman.
Reading—(selected) — Miss Eliza-
beth Graham.
Piano duet—"Grand Operatic Fan-
tasie"—Misses Katherine and Beesie
Hovenden.
Evening VT Little Ones.
gath-
par-
COM
feat-
Pier •
Evening on Water.
In a most enjoyable manner was
Tuesday evening spent upon the
water by a jolly party of young peo-
purple aboard the siwft launch of Mr.
Joseph R. Grogan, the attorney. The
crowd took lunch with them and the
pleasures combined to form a happy
outing.
Those aboard were: Misses Mari-
ana Sugg. of Henderson, Ky.; Allie
Cabell, Catherine Tool, Frances
Herndon. Kate Crumbaugh, Mabel
McNicholas, Gertrude Scott, Carrie
Griffith, Harvey Amoss, and Mrs.
W. N. Cabell; Messrs. Philo' Alcott.
Blanton Allen, Murray Cabell, J. R.
Grogan, Ben Mathis, Dr. Will Owen,
Dr. J. T. Gilbert and Lorenzo Emery.
Birthday Party.
In a most delightful manner were
many little friends entertained Fri-
day by Miss Marian Camille Wright,
cemplimentary to the third anniver-
sary of her birth, at the residence of
her parents, Mr and Mrs. William
\\*right, of North Ninth street. The
dainty little hostels afforded all a
very happy time, the amusements
being many and of an attractive
character.
The popular little hostess was as-
sisted in receiving her many guests
by her little brother, Wm. Robert
\Vright. of this city, and her cousin,
Miss Frances Clara Webber, of Pop-
lar Bluff, Mo. The home was pret-
tily &wonted, the color scheme
red, white and blue continuing into
the dainty ices, cakes and candies.
The -charming hostess wa. the re-
cipient of many nice gifts from her
guests who were:
Mary Francis Eaton, Ethel Livings-
ton. Lem Ogilvie, .Miary Fee•me Wil-
cox. Nell Simiens Gneiss, Francis Gib-
son. Simott Myers. Loretta Smith,
Orm Robb. James Friedman. F.rtwna
Glearce. Gen Langstaff. Sae, Lane-
Waif, Paul St etz, Oscar Seem Pal-
mer Janes, Bertha Carter. Mariam
Weille, Lyd'n Elizabeth
Yeiser. Alice Levy talk Francis
Clara Weber, Dorothy Kir! I. Suetan
Porter Sleeth Helen Pulliaee Will J
Levy. Anshia Conners, S:.-'h Con-
ners, Elizabeth (Hill, Ectga•- Reddck
Elizabeth Redelick, 'Mildred Wahl
Aibei L. vvohi. Lee Serer- e. John
Williamson. Elizabeth Williamson
Fils Hecht. Marjory Hecht. Charles
Graham Elizabeth Graham, Robert
Booth. Henry Weil. Evelyn Weil.
Elizabeth Pnryear. Maine Petryeer,
Wheeler Wiorten. Kate Worten Gilt-
ner Severifelter, Walter Smith. Eliza-
beth Hill. Gereein Hill Enernitt
Oleic*. Elizabeth Quick. Evert Ellis.
Henri Allison. Booth Allison. Leon
Lyle. Elizabeth Nagle. Germs.' •
Nagle. Erteaheth Porter. Robert Gil-
bert. MAra Virginia. Robert Rouse
Wore, Miav Morris. John Eitzpatrie.
,Aelne Corbett. Will Fisher Sarah
Swift Pauline Swift. Irene Eloernoy
Elsie &mice Jeer's Emmet Robertson.
I.oHie Robertson.
20 Pieces of fine Organdies, regular 
15cas and 35c values, per yd, 
ro Pieces White Mull, 30 inches  
10Cwide, a aoc value, per yard, 
to Doren Gent's Fancy Summer 39cShirts, a sc value, each . . .
Ladies 'Cloth Skink value $4 and $2.50$5, each, ... . ... • .. .
$7.50Ladies' Cloth Skirts, values $to,each, 
See Window Displays
LAI. Ogilvie (1)) Co.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Agents for Butte rick Patterns
Subscribe for the DELINEATOR, Three months for twenty-five cents.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
111111111111111121=11111101•1=1111111•1011111111111
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE 10
OFFER YOU. 
-s
tuititttrit 
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sc.ld elsewhere
at so cents per roll, we will sell for
sic per roll.
.Paper usually sold at soc we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at s.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large- line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
tWU:=3:3======nnat1
C. C. Leo. 315 hav1 
Mrs. anreuel H. Winstead of Sev-
mob and Washington streets enter-
tained a nienber of boys and girls
Thursday evening, in honor of
Little Miss Bessie Newman, her
niece, who is visiting here from Jack-
scn, Tenn., accompanied by her
mother..
Amusements of a varied nature
were indulged in by the happy little
throng that partook of nice refresh-
ments, the oraege ices being served
Almost every coal (healer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitt"-
burg Coal office, Ted Broadway. Both
phone.; Nie. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
Kentucky Now Aroused.
Our Kentucky land is surely arous-
ed against her evils. We have just
completed a tour of the state, from
east to west and from north to south,
and the masses everywhere are as a
gigantic volcano, ready to burst forth
and destroy their enemies—the law-
less element—with molten lava
Peeler; of public opinion, the moment
some daring man springs from their
ranks representing their lofty ideals,
the woo'ng conduct, d. The object in a cup made of half ?hen oranee and championing their cause for true
v..ae for the yo in men to collet and fp( el. reform in everything, fearlessly as-
acceptances were go-in by the latter. Van Meter, Gladys Coburn. 'Herniae the top of the crater that is holding
sliming the leadership and removesproopse to every young lady, while The guests were: Misses Helen
• li
t
and it proved q de- a mirthful diver- ,and Sarah Corbett, Elizabeth Terrell, the mighty power f the people in
I Grace Hills, Mary and Elizabeth Pee_ cheek. i
tleman's prize of a book of teaste, ery, Masters Lucia Burnett, Horace so determined a ours truly are, can
opt people/so in earnest andMr. Fred Wade centered En- gen- 'lett, Azilee Reeves, Grace MeGlatie. A
•
be depended upon to succeed. Ile
a fool who thinks a great moral up-
rising will march up to within OK
very sight of victory; and then turn
and settle back with no earthly ex-
cuse for doing so. He is likewise a
leol who thinks this aroused public
will accept- a few crumbs when they
hive a right to the whole loaf. They
will not be satisfied to have the law
eriforced against one (evil, and allow
the other great ones to go unbridled
in their vile work of degrading and
debauching our race. Neither will
they be satiefied with having the law
against all these evils enforced one
day in the week, and suffer it to be
recklessly violated and trodden under
foot the other .six days in the week.
A Christian people live with God on
the Sabbajle end they also live with
Him every day in the week. They
is 'evading it and winking at lawless-
11CF'S and turning everybody over tee •I
the devil the other six days. Let Xi?
no political demarrogue entertain such
a foolish idea, and let all lovers of
right end true reform be on their
guard.—The Crusader..
Pitteburg Coal Co. Office No. is&
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
Tire best ` coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Rev. Dr. W. H. S. Demarest, the
new president of Rutgers college, is a
remarkable example of the transmis-
sion of hereditary traits. The is the
fifth of his name who has been iden-
tified with the government of the col-
lege, his father, his grandfather, his
greahlgraneffat her and( his great-
great-grandfather all having been
will not 'permit corrupt officials and trustees of the institution.
demagogues to deceive them by en-
forcing their law in a mere perfunc- The man behind the plow makes
tory way one day in the week and an impression in the woeld.
"• „,
to scripture
of the Gooi
of develop-
was
Now is the Time to Lay ill Your Coal for Whiter
Our Genuine Pittsburg,Coal at 14c is the Cheapest on the
market. It lasts longer and you get more of it. No slate, nodirt, no slack, n1 waste and it don't clinker. We have con-
vinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and have your bin fill!ed later, telephone No.- PittsburgCoal Co., and our agent will call on you. Your money will be
well spent if you buy from the
111513116 COAL COMPANY
'Office 126 Broadway Both. Phones No. 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager. PROPr 7710 PiTTS591,_ COAL CO.
- orrice 124 1R0 ADWAY
Story of
Makes
Chicago, July t.—Did the whale
really swallow Jonah? Of course it
did, and of course it did not, all de-
pending upon whether the viewpoint
is that of the orthodox man who be-
lieves 'Ate Book from kiver to kiver,"
or that of the higher criticism, that
would fain apply science
and ineasure the recitals
Book by the yard stick
ment and research.
This indefinite conclusion
reached at the Desplairses camp meet-
ing yesterday, after the benediction
had been pronounced by the presid-
ing minister upon two controversial
elements, each taking a view of the
matter contrary to the other. There
is prospect for a wider discussion and
a wider difference upon the question
at some later meeting during the per-
iod of services. Starting with a rip-
ple of disputation, the issue is grow-
ing into a wave of tidal proportions.
Wants Doubt Removed.
It all came about after the Rev. G.
r. Cleworth, D. D., had given a
scripture reading upon the story of
Jonah and the whale. The reverend
speaker sought to impre.s the lesson
of obedience that is taught in the
story upon his hearers. He did not
vouch for the basic facts, nor did he
enter into a discussion of them. In
fact, he remarked that it was not
necessary to pass upon the question
as to whether the whale story was
history or allegory.
The Rev. T. R. Strobridge of
Rockford, from the ranks of the
"kiver to kiver" believers, arose :n
his place as the audience was leaving
the tabernacle, and took issue with
the position advanced by the Rev.
Cleworth. He wanted the mat-
ter cons:dered as settled and doubt
forever removed from the minds of
the people. He did not belong to the
doubting column.
Both Sides Reinforced.
The congregation paused in the
andaisles to hear I and sec the doctrinal
andend historical debate. It caught Vice 
andwild fire and spread. The Rev. J. bl
Jonah
Trotible
ton upon another manhood!" If the
men of Kentucky do not heed our
warning, just such a cry will go for-
ward, as we have pictured herein, for
Kentucky's womanhood despises cow-
ards and weaklings in times of peace,
as they did in times of war. The
mighty hand of Destiny has decreed
this a grand year of reform and
overthrow, and who
meeting. It Is not improbable tha;tthe on-coming?—Thefurther attention will be given to thug
matter. Ministers who prefer to treat
the scriptures as inspired and infall-
ible, will not listen to any other view.
The "advanced thought" element
wants some more light, through the
eyes of science, upon the whale is-
sue.
To the Law-Abiding People.
No man can accomplish great
'things by himself—separated from
the great body of the people.
Whether it be for good or for evil,
results are obtained only by co-opera-
tion, by a union of mutual interests;
end, especially is it true where re-
form is the objective, that it must
not be the movement of any one man
but of all men and women who are
the real friends of reform. There-
fore, the mighty movement now be-
ing inaugurated throughout our state
and nation is no one-man movement,
but a colossal uprising of all law-
abiding people.
This paper and its editor, both con-
scious of their youth, only seek to
be numbered among those in the rear
rank. We shall be happy to follow
the lead of those who for years have
been fighting for right and morality,
even long before we confessed our
faults, faced about, and took up the
fight. Consequently, what we may
say and do from time to time,. must
be considered as ioming from one
"in the trenches;" but who has
caught the great spirit of right and
reform, and can not retreat or even
Lc still with the people's enemies in
the front, but must go forward with
the many in the greatest moral con-
flict that the world has ever known.
As a wise farmer would plant his
whole farm in corn, when he knew
the entire country had sown wheat,
well knowing the scarcity of corn
would place it at a high premium, just
so will the wise and successful man
woman of today stand openly
fearlessly for right and reform
morality,a human's most valu-
asset and which is raw/ at the
can withstand
Crusader.
GANIG OF BURGLARS
LED BY A WOMAN
Rob Wholesale Clothing Store in
View of Scores of People Whose
Suspicions Were Not Aroused.
New York, June 21.--With a wo-
man as their chief, a gang of burglars
daiingly entered a wholesale clothing
For the hair to fall out in spots is
not at all uncommon.- When first
noticed these little places are about
he size of a dime, and they often in-
crease in size uintl they reach alarm-
ing proportions. If possible, you
should have electric brushing and
scalp massage. For home treatment,
rub into the scalp this tonic. Forty-
eight grains of rosorcin, one-forth
ounce of glycerin, diluted alcohol to
fill a two- ounce bottle. Vaseline is
rot a pleasant or effective application
for molting hair.
It often happens that the same kind
of physical cultures will reduce fat
people and deve/op thin ones. The
reason is this: The proper condition
is that of the normal, and good
health which results from hygienic
living produces the normal. The cold
store a few doors from Broadway, en bath every morning will make youTwentieth street, late Wednesday more vigorous and will improve your
night, and carried out a truck load of I.ealth in every way. When one is
valuable clothing while occupants of thin and unable to gain normal Gard 
• 
•the Continental hotel opposite looked weight the daily cold bath will often
on. The woman directed the men of 'help to acquire sufficient vitality and
.assimilative power to finally attain etc"
the gang in selecting the material to
be taken. She accompanied them i the desired tissue. If too fat the coldfrom the truck into the store and Laths should help to consume-or burn
the surplus.followed each bundle of clothing out lull
to the street. There she superin-I
tended the packing of it no the wag-
on. All this the continental patrons
saw, not suspecting that the store
was being robbed. They believed the
TEVAPplatats.",
224 Broadway
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Bleich,
PADUCAH, KY.
GOO MORNING
concern was moving and that the
woman was a saleswoman or floor-
walker in charge of the work. The
place was that of I. A. Harris &
Bros., at 42 East Twentieth street.
The bright light of Broadway illumi=
need the entrance to the building,
and it would not have been possible
for the burglars to make the raid
without being observed, for at all
hours of the day and night persons in
the hotel across the street are awake.
It is evielott that the burglars had
taken this into consideration and
planned accordingly. At t o'clock
Wednesday night they drove to the
building in the truck. A glasscutter
and a jimmy were used to gain an
Lntrance. then the doors were
thrown wide open and the men went
It isurely about their work. They
lighted every electric light in the
rooms and began carrying out bundle
after bundle. An inventory takm
yesterday disclosed that about 1,000
pieces were taken, among
skirts and aeci raincoats,
$3,000.
them 30
valued at
HEALTH AND BEANTY
all of the surrounding cottages. Cot-I rewarded, and when crime and rot- when the hair is dressed losely.tagers, preparing for lunch, paused to tintless are being condemned. We Whether your hair should be at-get the straight information on the have positive proof on every hand, ranged high or low depends upon theavhole incident. I showing that the humble may rise if lines of the face.The discussion was cut short when honest and fearless, and that thethe Rev. Mt. Cleworth said that .he rich and mighty fall thattered if dis-did not propose to reply to the criti-:
oisme, and that he would let the story !
honest and corrupt. The truth of
this to our minds, makes this theteach its lesson without turning :t grandest pc. r'od in the world's historyover to see what it bore on the i for one to live in. Therefore, let allother side. 
I law-abaiding people rise and breakMany Questions Come Up. I the shackles that have hitherto boundBut while the ministers did not them down—"for fear of injuringprolong this discussion as to the au-s their business or position." Let itthenticity of the story, the congrega-, be tio longer said that the bravetion, dispersing during the brief andlKentuckians—men who are world-re-heated period, did discuss it. From s nowned for their courage and gallan-
.the ranks of "Higher Criticism" came i try, are dogged and frightened by thequestions that touched • everything 's corrupt and lawless. it is pitiful tofrom the size of a whale's mouth :co i see a once proud manhood cowed;the physical impossibility of three' and if a love for right can not move
M. Wheaton added his voice to the
' highest premium ever known, simplyargument and his full oratorical pow-Ibecause nine-tenths of the people ancers were brought into play. He also neglecting true-blue character, inwas a defender of the faith that was their mad race for gold and graft, .in him. So earnest became his ad-
drawl that it coal4 be citaity heard let;lxiti°11 and 
power_ Thk iq an my ART Welflitit, Ile rnatNT wlictlicr_ tics_
when honesty and fidelity are tieing face be fat or thin, loolcs prettier
You call make your own camphor
ice- if you wish. Take five and one-
half ounces of paraffin wax, eight
ounces of white petroleum. three and
three-fourths ounces of white wax,
one ounce of camphor. Melt the
waxed; logether, add the petroleum
and then the camphor in pieces. Stir
until the latter is dissolved, allow to
cool and pour into molds.
A simple remedy for facial erup-
tions—One dram of precipitated sul-
phur, one dram of spirits of camphor,
twenty grains of powdered traga-
canth, one and one-half ounces ofdays of residence in the seclusion of, the men of Kentucky to action, then ilimewater, rosewater sufficient tothe interior department of a whale. }let the beautiful and noble woman- Intake four ounces. Apply at nightThe devout, believeing "the.Book hood raise the battle cry—"Out inland bathe away next morning, whenfrom the giver to kiver," looked with the Open men! You have faced the the skin should be anointed with coldmisgiving upon those who would per- bullets and cannon's mouth in tfinea cream: : Remember, that the Doubleeirt scientific considerations to have of war!! You must now publiclyplace on the lessons read from the face and overthrow the lawbreakers
and debauchers of our race, or elseJonah is a live issue at the camp, we will bestow, our ion tuct. adiutra- water.
is usually produced by antoinfection,
so keep the digestive organs active,
bathe daily and drink plenty of
anolommilir
A writer warns girls who indulge
in sea bathing against allowing the
salt water to remain in their hair.
Sea water makes the hair harsh and
brittle and often destroys its color.
Light hair is sometimes permanently
darkened. The same warning should
be given to girls who spend much of
their time in the open air. A little
sun is good for the hair; too much of
't is fatal. A young girl devotee of
golf quite ruined her fine blonde
tresses in a single summer. The girl
persistently went without a hat, pass-
;ng day after day on the links. At
the end of the summer her abundant
hair, a beautiful blonde tone in June,had turned to an ugly ashy hue, scar-
cely recognizable. A year later the
hair had not regained its original
brightness and probably never will.
Beauty is too precious a possession
to throw away.
When a woman discovers her first
white hair, there's one more meeting
of the blue and the gray.
Have
Moved
to
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost cars,
and make repairs that are absolutely
aatifactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PRONE 7211-a.
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line ad
en Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled,
various
Help your
grades and various prices.
neighbor keep down the dust.
D.Hannan
Both Phones 201. t3a South F urth Sc., 325 Kentucky Avow*.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weedier and sleeping is a tor-ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all and hear his muse at 6o6 5. 4th.at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and th e Zonophone talking machinesfrom $ro to *too put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remarnber that these machines are ths
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 31c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from $1-00, Sam, $340.$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from AddalenaPatti, Mracella Sasembrich, Caroms() and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play anypiece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .Wedon't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine isguaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't givediscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
• needets and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono•-
_ phone:. -I—have- socr new arta ULM Tnusic Iticni ragtime t
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. rn. to ro p. M. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night Remember that you can byy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will talie
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machi ne friend
DON GILRERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't youforget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paducah. Ky.
^
)t.COULSON,
„.P MING.
Steam and tiot Water tleatim.
Phone 133, 5ha Broadway,.
•THE REGIS TER
a
JAMES E. WILHELM. President.
JOHN WILHELM. Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
PUBLISHEre-v THE
REGISTER einViISPAPER CO.
(Inco-norated)
at Register Utak:lag, 523 Broadway.
Entered ste the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., se second-class mail matter.
One Year  
Six months  
Three Months
One Week  
$52.0
2.50
 1.35
.50
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Combertand-salla
Sunday Morning, July 22, too6.
The Coming City Election.
It is, not too early for the voters of
Paducah to begin to consider the
question of whom they wilt elect to
represent them in the general :coun-
cil and board of education. In No-
vember there are to be elected four
aldermen, six councilmen and six
school trustees--one half of each board
is to (be elected, and they hold off cc
for two years beginning January t,
1907.
For twenty years the public utility
corponations itivZ had, things their
own way in this city. By reason of
their going into polit cs and electing
men subservient to their wishes they
have been enabled to become pos-
sessed of franchses that even at this
day are worth . a half-million of dol-
lars, and before the expiration of
those grants they will be worth over
a million dollars. Now the quest on
for the people of Paducah to con-
sider is, which is the best for the peo-
de, for the city to own a water and
light plant or to permit individoals to
own them and charge the consumers
prices way beyond a legitimate profit
on the actual money invested 'n those
enterprises. The argument is used
that in municipal ownership, politcs
will figure in. the operation of the
utilities. Such arguments are but
bugaboos. All men in politics or pub-
lic life are not corrupt, anti even f
they were they could not steal enough
money to equal the excessive rates
charged the constmier. Every dolor
taken in by the city must be account-
ed for or someone will go to the
penitentiary. Some of the officials
might he guilty of graft, and even if
they were that w:oulifnot be any more
than men in the general council act-
ing in the intereets, of the corpora-
lions receiving brgaes from their mas-
ters. Every public utility corpora-
tion is in politics ink spends thou-
sands of dollars to elect their ..men,
and then make the consumer pay the
bill. So footing at the matter in its
very worst phase the evils of corpor-
ate control is greater than the al-
leged evils .44 saigaicipal ownership.
Every progressive city in the coun-
try owns a light and water plant or
is making the (sglit to do so, and not
a single city :is abandoning the mu-
nincipal ownership idea/ That fact
should convince our reader.: that it is
the interest of thelruhlic to adopt
m'uni'cipal ownership. There arc hon-
est and conscient ous.men in Paducah
who would gladly serve the city, and
it is tf..e fault of the peopie 1i they
So not elect such men- to office. Who
is it that fights the idea of neumicipal
owrieeship? Only these slicki aoherm.
ers who hatve. arrogated to themselves
_Roc t
in realty have always had their hands
in the pockets of the people and have'
wrown rich in theifraffic of franchises
which their tools in the 'frustal enema%
eil have given tleena , .
How long will it tak . r theshOn-
est people of Iaducah to mallke to
the true condition f thngs and see
them as they really Red then.
get together and crooli out that' gang
of franchise vampires' and save the
city from further dcmuination of that
blood-sucking crowd? Consunrers
Paducah are paying tribute to a gang
that never spent a dollar for the bene-
fit of Paducah unless they sow where
they could d•outile their money. Under
municipal ownership rates are lower
and the cay obtains the benefit. Col-
umn after column of statistics and fig-
,-
ores have 'been ptsblished in The Reg-
ister giving the flattering experSence
of citics. of all sizes and in ali sec-
tions/ with municipal ownersihip. 'Many
of those reports were mad under
oath by city officials, and cannot be
truthfully disputed. The corporation
arsons have been 'busy in their efforts
to distract attention from the issue'
of municipal ownership, and filled their
columns about building up ,Paducah
by buyng rliea and spending the tax-
payers.' money in non-produeing ven-
tures., The chief stockholders of the
corporations of this city are among
the chief stockholders of those news-
papers and it is a well hatched con-
spiracy to keep you, our reader,
hound and and foot to pay a por-
tion of your 4hard-earned wealth to
that gang who .has sold a' lot of
'watered st.hok and blade fortunes out
of franchises they re:vivo:Iv-as-gifts.
If Paducah owned. a water and light
no in adidtroni to giving cheaper 
rates than those now paid by the con-
sumers the taxes could be reduced
from $25,000 to $4o,000 a year, or
that amotnit of money put into other
improvement s.
flow is Paducah to get
ownership? There is only one way
and that is for every man who is in
favor of it to pledge himself that lie
wilt rote and work for the election
of men pledged to give the people the
opportunity to vote on the question.
The corporations have a stronger hold
on certain men in the present general
'councl than have the People. Those
men are there to serve their masters
who hold their notes in some of the
banks of the city or have a hold on
them in some way not yet known.
They have sworn to represent the
people, but they are not living up to
that Oath, and anything they may say
is not worthy of belief. They are
traitors to the people whom they pre-
tended to represent. The advocates
of m,unicipal ownership must make up
their minds to 'San sh all other ideas
from their minds in selecting and vot-
ing foe meat except.the...one idea that
those men will pledge themselves to
aid. in giving this city an opportunity
to vote on the • saXikfaelah. When a
municipal mailer . ,caatlidate is put'et
up and is a D . fit 'the corpora-
tions will have t - ir hirelings to woik
on the Republicans' tai vote against
him on occount Avis ani it .,c,. and
vice versa. If the candidate be either
for or against anything eise, the cor-
porations will take particulkr pains
to go to those of opposite vievra and
poison their muds, against the can-
didata. ' Hence we Say that Masa-such
as municipal ownership is to .be . the
paramount isSue,' the advocates dr
that idea must stand together and
vote for men pledged to it irrespective
of what ma ybettilasee o nother
questions. 'settle- Ilisi. e at a three,
and when the municipal ownership
question is settled, then take up an-
other question and settle that on in
its order. In union there is strength.
In this city there are enough mini-
pal ownership people to sweep the city
no matter how many other t darts
there may be in the field. All that
is needed to wrest the genereal coun-
cill from. the grasp of the corporations
is for the city ownership People to
stand together and elect men who will
represent the people and not the cor-
porations.
munCipal
Liquor Men and the Law.
We have a distinct recollection
that several years ago when The
Register warned the liquor sellers of
Paducah that the open and flagrant
violations of law by them in the con-
duct of their business would react on
them and be the means of making
them regret it. Our warning was the
result of our impression of public
sentiment' that we saw crystallizing
not only in this 'city but -throughout
the nation. &One 'of the radicals
,sneered at the warning but two
r alaalesale liquor men and some of
the saloon keepers took occasion to
indorse -.and cortriend The • Regillitif
or Wiiaajt saict.Pid :pi:Anted out" Qui
,
AM average Falq$211 keeper was berft
on,. making the sale of liquor a
l 
most
vicious and lawless business:
The retook is' before the-peopie to
consider loday$ and five year's lige
no one believed that such a check as
that now existing could be put on the
whiskey business. But it is there
and the wholesaler and breweries are
alarmed. and are rising their inflio
sence to, change conditions soi ai to
allay public feeling_ against thb.kusi-
nes.s. Accordidit to a Louisvae
per every saloon keeper in Coving-
ton receive(' a circular marked "Con-
fidential," regarding the lid move.-
ment. It was signed by the three
Covington and six Cincinnati brew-
eries, who control 95 per cent' of
the business there and own outrtght
Ex-Senator Lyons, of Kaiisae Crty,
started in the ice business less than
Six years; ago with less than $600 and
in that time be cleared $400,000. He
the premium pad on a life insurance
policy. lie acknowledged the corn,
because iris letter is in the hands of
the investigating, committee. The
slinay,trail of graft seems to penetrate
our; very! SPorts•
so per cent. of the leases. It says
that, being desirous of protectinft
business against crusade movements,
which have sprung up throughout the
state, and to establish same upon
safer plans, they therefore "earnest-
ly advise and solicit saloonkeeper's of
the county to so conduct business aa
to ieave no further ground for com-
plant." It further says that if abuses
they have Wronght on him to the
wrong he has heaped upon his fellow
men in acquiring his ontold millions.
At the very worst she newspapers
have only made a false statement,
. while the wrongs perpetrated by
Rueltpfelter consists of wrecking the
Trertitues bi competitors, driving siime
4, suicide and their families to want,
and when all men are called to acs
ohich caused most of the complaint count for the deeds done in the flesh,
are remedied by saloon men public we are sure that the newspapr liar
agitation will be quieted and saloons will be forgiven more easily than
will be left undisturbed. It is there- the man who accuses them of doing
fore suggested that all blinds and him wrong.
front doors be closed; that crowds b.: Just a word along another line. If
not permitted; that no phonoglaphs Rockefeller really believes that, he is
b.: played, and that steps be 'taken a Christian, and carries in his heart
generally to have things practically that love for mankind that character-
s -euict aa if no bu€.in.cc wets done. izes _the- Ch ristan, why sin_ oJar. lace.
Hereafter, too, beer will not be 4else_ of the censure and universal criticism
ered in Sunday. Accompanying this of his methods, does he not assert
is a personal note warning, saying the his power and authority to compel
c'icular means what it says and of- the Standard Oil company to prac-
fenders will be put out of business. ticc and adhere to Outlast and legiti-
No man or set of men can afford mate business methods. The' Stand-
to' violate the law. He may make a ard Oil company is so large and pow-
etiul that it can compel honest meth-few dollars for the time being, but he
pays the penalty by forfeiting the
respect of his neighbors and fellows.
When a man becomes a hardened law
ods, not only to prevail in railroad
circles, but in numerous other lines.
By being honest itself, and knowing
breaker, he goes deeper and deeper all the ropes, it is in a position to
in the mire and usually winds up see that no partiality is shown its
without either money or friends. He
really gets no pleasure out of life,
and after he is gone, he is sooti for-
gotten.
Cleaning up the Country.
The agitation for honest methods
io business and the enforcement of
law against all classes continues to
bi• a live issue all over the country,
thanks to the press and public speak-
ers. The American people have made
up their minds that now is the time
to settle the question by expo-ing
:old jailing every grafter; to hold up
to public scorn every business man
aho combines with others to wrong
the public, and to give the vicious
and immoral to understand that they
can no longer dictate the politics of
this country. Justice 1Brewer of the
supreme court of the United States;
last week in an address before a con-
vention of life insurance agents de-
livered many pointed truths.
-There has been a good deal
disturbance an 'the body pelitie the
last Year," said Justice B.redt,:;11,e,
is likely Lc: contirsueo fluçnat4op
gaesiegnd , 't in ureifiii etao shrd eta
is engaged in the business of clean-
ing house. Uncle Sam is disturbing a
great many that wish he would not
be so particular. The truth of it is,
we have been a long time fixing op
our front yards. They make a mag-
nificent showing. We have forgot-
ten that every house has a back yard
and have not been as particular about
it. We are going to clean the back-
yards.
"As a result of the work now going
on there will be truth and honesty
in every market of industry. In the
wonderful shaking up a great many
men will he unjustly condemned. Do
not condemn a man until he is found
guilty, but when he is found guilty,
whoever he may be, let him take his
punishment.
"A great many object to what is
going on. They say it is disturbing
business and interfering with pros-
perity. It may be that sonic persons
are interfered with in business, sonic
temporary embarrassment, but noth-
ing will better build up the country
than to give every man, whatever he
buys in our markets, just what it pur-
ports to he, in the long run every•
thing universally is just what it
competitors. Rockefeller and the
men associated with him in a business
aay can absolutely control the fin-
ances and commerce of this country.
11 they are powerful enough to con-
trol a thing ,they set the pace either
for honest or dishonest methods. If
the men at the head are corrupt,
then corruption will extend all along
down the line. If they are honest
men ,they can compel honest meth-
cds, and the influence and example
will be felt in all circles.
The Board of Public Works.
Some of the newspapers a•sS., the
public 'generally -Item to .have an idea
that the board of public works :hould
see and know all about every
larity that exists in the city
way of dangerous streets, tin
irregu-
in the
snitary
alleys, obstructions and everything
else of which the public has ii perfect
right to complain, but they overolok
the fact that such a th tag is an Mu-
f I possibility.
° The three members, of the board
re busy men, and give from one to
eert afternoons a weeb td the city's
business, and at of the
1
oug
country will be profited in the lOngo -
run.
I "Some think 
we are gong to have
;trouble every time there is an expose.
It is not true. The great America.,
,people is not unsound'. Today I went:
to appeal to you as men and Women
of this republic, to the feeling that
the glory and future of this republic
depends upon you. Every individual
shold Step forward and say: 'I am
going to scs thst peace, justice and
righteousness prevail.' I am sure
then that peace will prevail through..
out the land."
Mr. Rockefeller.
John D.,Rockefelletssass he is not
billionoire, and that it is wrong for
the newspapers to publish such state-
ments. If the newspapers wrong Mr.
Rockefeller by crediting him with
having more money than he really
owns, he should compare the wrong
least two
mentiers seldom get outside of the
business district Even the street in-
spector who dkives over the city from
Morning until nght, canoes see
crything, therefore.
the beard is never
things.
In behalf of the board The Registe:
will say that the menebers are not
at all sensitive about having com-
plaints made to it, in fact, the board
invites comp(lants for that m the only
way in which it can learn oi the evils
and be placed in a positi4 ,a to serve
the public by having them reme.died.
It is the aim and. policy of the board
to condacct all affairs n their hands
to the satisfaction of the palic, for it
is the public's (business, ard if the
citizens and newspapers w:'1 cooper-
ate with the board to the extent of
notifiying it of any and everythng
demanding the boards' attention by
addrese'ng a note or postal card to
the board it will have prompt atten-
tion. All minor matter requiring ims-
mediate.,attention in the way of ob-
structons on the streets or dangerous
place, ah.ould. be telephoned to the
street inspector's office. The ptablis
should not be backward in lodging
complaints before the board whish
meets every Wednesday afternoon at
ev-
the atten on of
called to some
ge City +tali at a ()clock,
people must not expect the members
at any hour of the day to drop their
Private *Rains to serve the public. If
citizens prefer tO attend the meetings
of the boand1 they are welcome to do
so, for that is the t toe 'designated' by
the board for taking up the public
business. .
RACKET STORE
vaar'11'+++1.4-144.4-f-aaafaai-I-4-1-a+++++4-:-a+4.+++++:-:
-STARTS AT 4-O'CLOCK-..
Clean Up Sale of Muslin Underwear.
BEGINNING MONDAY, JULY 23rd, AND CONTINUING UNTIL
THE LOTS ARE DISPOSED OF. SOME ARE LOTS' FROM OUR
REGULAR STOCK THAT WE WILL DISPOSE OF IN SOME
CASES AT HALF PRICE AND LESS, WHILE THERE ARE SOME
LOTS LEFT OVER FROM OUR SAMPLE SALE HELD LAST FEB-.
FUARY. WE HAYS MARKED A PRICE ON EACH GARMENT
MUCH LOWER THAN YOU HAVE EVER KNOWN SIMILAR
GOODS TO BE SOLD,
SOME OF THE GOODS ARE SOILED AND SOME ARE NOT
SOILED
Ladies Mawers.
a LOT EMBROIDERY AND LACE.; TRIMMED CUT FROM sac
TO :v.
LOT UMBRELLA RUFFLED, a ROWS HEMSTITCHING CUT
FROM 35c TO :sc.
LOT LACE TRIMMED OUT FROM 39c TO 25C.
I LOT H. S. LIMON AND CLUSTER TUCKS CUT FROM 39c TO
age.
z LOT LACE TRIMMED CUT FROM soc TO ac.
a LOT EMBROIDERY TRIMMED CUT FROM 5oc TO 35c.
z LOT EMBROIDERY TRIMMED CUT FROM 39c TO 29c.
a LOT LACE TRIMMED CUT FROM 58c TO 39c.
z LOT FINE LINON WITH H. S. SWISS RUFFLES CUT FROM
63c TO 39c.
LOT LACE TRIMMED CUT FROM 75c TO 38c.
LOT PLAIN TUCKED, NO TRIMMING, VERY SUBSTANTI-
ALLY MADE. CUT FROM ek TO asc.
z LOT EMBROIDERY TRIMMED CUT FROM 69c, 75t AND
65c TOLO7L1 ACE TRIMMED CUT FROM 98c TO 49c,
Ladies' Long Skirts.
a LOT 75c SKIRTS CUT TO 5oc.
1 LOT L‘CE TRIMMED CUT FROM 99c TO soc.
98c /TOW:vv.:IDE FLOUNCE, 3 H. & TUCKS CUT- FROM 98c TO Soc
FROM 85c TO 6gc.
FROM 83c TO 63c.
I LOT WIDE RUFFLE. CLUSTER Tyco. H. S. HEM. CUT
a LOT EMBROIDERY TRIMMED, WIDE FLOUNCE, CUT
i LOT EMBROIDERY TRIMMED. CUT FROM St.00 TO 5oc.
a LOT 2 RUFFLE, WIDE FLOUNCE H. S. TUCKS, CUT FROM
/ r•
a LOT EMB. FLOUNCE. CUT FROM $1.15 TO 73c.
FROIM 
$
.29 TO 79cLOiTLACE . TRIMMED FLOUNCE, a ROWS INSERTION, CUT
a LOT LACE FLOUNCE CUT FROM Szoo TO 75e.
a, LOT LACE AND EMB. TRIMMED CUT FROM $a.7s TO $1.19.
a 1.4T EMB. TRIMMED. CUT FROM So.so AND 80.46 TO Sa.so.
a LOT SKIRTS FROM A FORMER 99c SALE CUT TO 75c.
Ladies' Night Robes.
iv LOT soc ROBES CUT TO 39c
a LOT BM B. TRIMMED ROBES CUT FROM 69c TO soc.
LOT CUT FROM 75c TO sac.
a LOT LACE TRIMMED CUT FROM 99c TO Soc.
a LOT EMB. TRIMMED CUT FROM 75c TO 5oc.
a LOT TUCKED YOKE. A VERY SUBSTANTIAL GARMENT-
CUT FROM 99c TO 75c.
a LOT EYE. TRIMMED. CUT FROM 119c TO Soc.
a LOT EMB. TRIMMED ROBES CUT FROM $1.00 TO 58c.
a LOT EMB. TRIMMED CUT FROM 9ge TO 69c.
A LOT OF ROBES IN THIS SALE FROM A FORMER SAMPLE
SALE THAT WE HAVE CUT FROM S?rio TO Salo AND Si 75 NOT
MANY IN THE LOT. THEY ARE SLIGHTLY MUSSED AND SOME
ARE SOILED. A LITTLE SOAP AND WATER WILL M 'ACE
THEM NEW AGAIN.
Fine:Robes.
FINE FRESH ROBES CUT FROM $4.so TO SaAli
33.5c, To 8E98.
LOT ROUND YOKE, LOW NECK, SHORT
TRIMMED ROBES CUT FROM 98c TO 50-
Corset Covers. ,
AND FROM
SLEEVE, LACE-
I LOT IN SIZE 32 MADE OF STRIPS OF LACE AND FINK
MULL, RIBBON BEADING, LACE SHOULDER STRAPS, CUT FROM
88c to 25C.
1 LOT, SOME LACE, SOME ENE,. TRIMMED AND SOME H. S.
RUFFLES. CUT FROM 21 AND 19z TO soe.
a LOT LACE TRIMMED CUT FROM 63c, sac AND 3k TO 25c.
LOT CUT FROM $z.25 TO soc.
a LOT PLAIN COVERS CUT TO 5c.
THE ABOVE PRICES WILL MOVE THE GOODS QUICKLY.
THE QUESTION IS, ARE YOU INTERESTED?
runtuu &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
which he violates. When the speed
limit 's violated the offender should
be arrested and rosecnted in court
,..One of the judges of the supreme
court of Wisconsin hats been naught
red'-handed in demanding a rebate oia
Enforce the Speed Law.
The police are doing good work in
raiding the crapshooters and va-
grants. That class is a menace to
the city and are dangerous to the
morals. There is another class that
needs the attention of the police and
it is the automobilist who whizzes
his machine through the streets at
an unlawful rate of speed. He is a
menace to the life and safety of the
public. The fact that he may hauje
some money and be of good social
standing Oes, not make him imniene
from then. operations of the law
Just the same as any other violator
of the law. It is a notorious fart
that some of the owners of automo-
biles run their machines on the
!
streets of Paducah at a speed of
from 20 to 3o miles an hour when Almost every cen1 dealer claims
the speed limit is 8 miles an hour. his coal is the best but there is only
A rigid enforcement of the speed law one coal tit can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal ifice, 126 Broadway. Both
phonea.,Nspi 3. James J. O'Donnell,
Genera' „onager.
Bteareiser, kits,: of I . led herr, in
ftinsily size cases of t wo dozen
bottles itootite case delivered to any
claims that ice can he manufactured, part of the city on short notice. An-
for $.3 a ton, end it sells. at $to a tore , haueer-Banch Brewing association
branch. Both phones 112. J. H.aviOch is eoo per cent profit.
. st.
Several saloon-keepers at 
:Steffin, manager.
Joseph, 40., attempted tea eft the aa, Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway% Both telephones No. 3.in that city and fought the case
The' best coal in Paducah.
tile supreme court, only to tittic) 'that The cheapest coal in Paducah.
the law Was valid. The man who
thinks the liquor laws wont stick in Excursion Rates
any state is badly fooled, and al- at Cochran Shoe Co. on Foster's low
War gets the hot end of it. 'Shoes for Ladies.
may save a tragedy.
•-•71,77 •
•
•
ACCUSED OF
PAWNING RING
CHARLES KING ARRE§.TED BY
, CONSTABLE SHELTON ON
YESTERDAY.
. , •
Claimed That He Pawned at Bennie
Michael's a Fine Diamond Ring
Loaned Him t y Lady.
Charles King, a well-known yeting
white man, was arrested last evening
by Constable Shelton and taken be-
fore Justice Charles Emery, where he
executed bond for his appearance he-
ft re the court wheu the trial is taken
up. 
•. '
 ake,.. charge  against  vepnal 
that of appropriating to his own twe
the property of another, and the war-
, rtnt was gotten out by Mr. Henry
Gockel, the baker of South Tithe
street, who claims that King "was
leaned the $5o diamond ring by his
daughter to wear, and instead Kind
took it to the pawnshop where lie'
"soaked" the valuable for several
dollars.
King was formerly connected with
tfe local office of the Southern Ex-
puss company. but quit some weeks
since and went to Memphis and oth•
et- points. He has just now returned.
The ring was loaned Itim about two
m 0:4months ago.
Mr. Gockel has reeovered the ring,
and got out the warrant. Yeaterday
Constable Shelton went out :an the
ere ntry and arrested King . at the
home of his stepfather, Mr. Rudolph,
of the Lone Oak section.
Drink Caused
the Murder
• THE CONFESSION OF HUNTER
BARNES READ AT W. C. T.
U. MEETING. o•
•
. I '
4
The Coming Week's Meetiag Will
be Devoted to 'Social Parity"
Direction Mrs. Elliott.
(Contributed.)
The meeting of the W. C. T. U.
'.ast Thursday afternoon was devot-
ed to the department of Medical
Temperance .under the superintendee-
cy of Mrs. Emma Byrd.
An interesting article by Dr. Mary
Wood-Allen ,editor of the magazine,
--American Motherhood.' giving a
list of "Home Remedice." was read
by Mrs. Part blorvelL The relative
value of hot applications for the re-
lief of pain and congestion, compared
with toddies and other alcoholic con-
cectiens, was very clearly and forci-
pre•ented. The writer gave not
orly an admirable explanation of the
process by which the cure -wit ef-
fected, but also simple poitticaldirec-
none showing how easily and quick-
ly these. application* caa , be used.
This one article of itself was wenth
coming a long way en the hot sue
tr hese.
a -Mrs. Jessie Elliott reade.t. a statement
by Hunter Barnes. 'a' young man wlyi
1-at just received a life serttenice ..for
murder in Jessamine county, which
AV as published in .aatedf4141eillitait'villi
Democrat.
• The young convict nags .he began
his downward career by visiting sa-
loons, and that while in his eeente
1" 0 write 6ne you mutt—use a penwith SOON point to it." and -TO %vs
• tren 7014 roast use ink well."
WELL! .VIELL1
pre yea, going astextrtV!  Why not join the .happy yomaglikinnen and men who eitdb 'paid a
reasonable price, completed w good
• coerrse and are now Miff
WELT,.
They 'not only use infi well; btft
they are earn ng buck' the price of
tuition each month. Call end read
their leaters about it. The opportun-
ity awaits you at e- •
PADUCAH-CENTRAL
(over the Writhe. bank) at 3o6 Broad-
way, when you, too, may do
. WELL
even to' call and see.
Local and ei.';'!Ide c“: homes
and•bansas are tot.ing our pupils. They
ace alert :Ind quick to report good
vacancies to us and none of our grad-
uates ever failed in any attempt to
hro! position.
1:e bean . sold so much whisky
thai he •tune he was, of .age his
thirst, or liquor had becothe so strong
as tre perfectly uncontrollable.
Fr drinking he w'ent to gambling
and many a -game was played, he
says, the Nicholasville saloons,
with the full knowledge of the pro-
He llasiros that he had, no ill:feel-
ings igainj the eitairehe- -rourderft
but the act, svao committed while un-
ear the influente of whisky sold him
by, men older than, himself. He says
any boy can get 'all, the whisk he
wants in NichOlativi*. if he simply
will not tell where 'R- gets it. -
Hudson says1
 he hoped to learn a
useful trade in tbe prison and has re- ;M1ra. Dr. D.- D. Thompson, of Tex-solved to live in such a manner a. as, 's confined with a serious attackto make amends, as far as possible,“t stomach trots'ble at the home offor the wrong he has done. her sieter; Mies. Judge D. L. Sanders,Mrs. Emma Byrd read an. article of Ninth anel 'Monroe 'streets. s Herhy Dr. W. F. Waugh, editor of the Son, Mr. Henry Thompson, arrivedAlkoloidical Clinic, entitled, "Alcohol l yesterday from Dallas, TC3CaS, to at-
m. di. I tenet len  betasiele.'ot Needed  in aladicista."
ainguished physician gives sixteen! Mrs. Thompson is a former resident
of Paducah who has lived for a num-different conditions or instances in
bwhich ih former years alcohol waser of years in the south. She wasa
believed to be absolutely indisptensa- stricken while here visiting her sister.
bit. In each one, he names other
remedies which he states are prefer- I Lady Broke Toe.
1 ,M.re. T. B. Garvey. of 9(4 Southable ,and adds that he knows of no
Third .etreet, is sufferng fronr brole-condition of the patient nor no dis-
en toe, as result of triling it againstease where other remedies are not 
screen door.superior to alcohol.
Dr. Waugh closes by saying: "If. 
a 
therefore, alcohol is not the best I 
Contractor George Katterjohn will 
Move Him Home.
remedy, what is there left for it?" It be moved from hie private ‘vard innay serve an emergency when bet-
Riverside hospital to his residence, as
he has recovered, much of his
STRICKEN WHIL
VISITING _SISTER
MRS. DR. THOMPSON' OF TEXAS
IS QUITE ILL AT &IS ER'S
HOMK.
ter means are not at hand, but
apart from this, I know of no use
in the practice of medicine and sur-
gery for which we have not better
means at our command. There can
be today but one reason for the UST
of alcohol—men use it because they
love it."
• The meeting next Thursday after-
noon will be devoted to the depart-
ment of 'aSeicial Purity," to be con-
ducted by Mrs. Jessie Elliott, super-
intendent.
TO CELEBRATE
ANNIVERSARY
PADUCAH AERIE OF IltetE8
WILL HAVE JOLLIt A-'
TION ON AUGUST a.
Preparations Being Made bii+ I Ken-
tucky Delegates to Afienedie
Milwaukee Grand Lodge.
Contractor George Katterjohn Will
Be Moved to His Home Tuesday
—Cow Gored Girl.
strength, after undergong an opera-
tion for appendicitis.
E
he heard someone trying to open the
t 
shutter at a rear window, and scared
he burglar away before entrance was
effeCted by yelling at him.
Yesterday Mr. T. B. Garvey, of
904 South Third street reported that
the night before he was awakened by
a noise ,and going to the yard found
a negro lying upon a pile of old mat-
th
ting and carpets. The darky claim
e -tWaS a stranger, and having no
place to _rest, found the pile and
started to sleep. He was feigning
sleep when detected, but quickly
made his exit when Mr.. Garvey
started to call the officers.
Several nights ago burglars at-
tempted to enter the home of Rev.
Peter Fields on South Fourth street,
but were scared away, as his daugh-
ter awoke aqd finding the intruder
upon the porch, ,scared him away.
A Sox hill was secured from the
home of R. L. Keeny at 709 South
Tenth street. Keeny is sub-foreplan
. wrec mg crew arid-Tiad
gone to Henderson to do some work,
while his wife spent the night with
friends. Returning she found an en-
trance 'had been effected throygh the
pantry, the place ransacked, and
money stolen from a dresser.
Morgan Arrested.
Officer Long yesterday arrested
Wm. Morgan and locked him up, the
accused being unable to give bort!.
laiorgan is the fisherman whom Fish-
erman J. II. Alsup claims tried to
kill the latter by shooting at him
with a shotgun, as a result of the
quarrel they had over some fish.
Continues Improving.
Word from Mud Lava. near Mar-
Ind.. is that City Solicaor
Jemes Campbell. Jr., continues im-
proving under the mud bath treat-
ment he is undergoing for hi* attack
• of rhettmatiern. He will remain un-
til fully restored to ha health. He
has been gone over a month now.
On Thursday, August and, Padu-
cah Aerie, No. 1'77, Fraternal Order
of Eagles, will celebrate its first an-
niversary, having been inasiested on
August a. 1905. An elaborate pro-
gram will be rendered and i banquet
served at the Eagles' Home, Steth
and 'Broadway, with priitaft _Ye re-
cm ption for ladies ill the W4ntion.
The celebration Is in charge of a
committee, of which Mr. Louis , P.
Head .is chairman, and this committee
is 'now arranging the program. A
number %of prominent members of
nt Ighboring aeries are expected, not-
shly Mr. Fred W. Tolmie, president
of Nashville Aerie No. 86, and. Hoa.
W. H. SOuthall. Jr.. of Hopkinsvill.
Aerie No 
'414. both of whom will'
deliver addresses. A musical program
will be irranged, and it is expected
that this event will surpass anything
of the k:nd attempted by the Eagles
in this city, who have held many so-
cial affairs within the past year.
The local acne is proud of its re-
cord of growth having increased in
the past year from about one hundred
to nearly three hundred members.
Arrangements are being made by
local Eagles for the trip to the an-
t tial convention in Milwaukee. Aug.
13 to tit Hon. Hal. S. Corbett will
represent the local aerie, while others
who expect to attend are Louis P.
Head, Ben Weille, Louis S 'Levy,
G. ,B. Elmore, D. P. aflartim and se•-
teal( others. Other Kentuckx. dele-
gates will be Judge J. H. Posgrove,
Etankfole sio; W. H. Southall; 'Jr..
Ilopkinsville 1434; Mayor George
Emig, Bellevue 53o; George A.
Scherer, Bowling Green, 1296; Her-
man Mayer, Newport; Jacob Geis,
Dayton; Mayor Combs. Lexington;
e.t.a and a
nuni&r—of visitors. Most of these
will go via Cincinnati and thence to
Milwaukee by special train.
Me. Louis P. Head announces that
Fe will resume publication of "The
Sonthern Eagle" on Augur.: mth.
The paper was started in March last, -
but owing to Mr. Head's necessary
absence from the city most .of the
st-mmer, its issue was temporarily
suspended.
Gored by Bovine.
Mts. Carl Turner, of 3te North
Sixth street. yeeterdhy received word
that the day before her to-year-old
sister, Lonnie Davis. of Murray. bad
gone into the yard to drive out a
stray cow, when the animal hooked
the little girl with her horn that pen-
-etrated the cavity of the heart, and
tore a jagged gash that required 16
st tches to close.
Although quite serious, the injury
is not fatal.
Chief Wants
Month Lay Off
CHIEF COLLINS OF POLIC4
FORCE, WILL TAKE A
VACATION.
RUFUS WYATT DM
NOT STEAL WHEEL
BURGLARS CONTINUE VISIT-
LNG MANY RESIDENCES
ABOUT CITY, BUT SE-
CURE LITTLE.
Patrolman Emil Gourieux Has Charge
of the Night Force During the
Absence of Lieut. Potter
—Police Business.
THE FRAMEWORK
CRASHED DOWN
A LARGE SECTION OF OLD
IRON FURNACE FELL DUR-
ING NIGH.
Officials Believe A.11 the Dangerous
Wooden Pert Should Be Torn
Down to Avoid Accidents.
Yesterday morning on examination
it was discovered. that the crash at
the iron furnace on Third and Norton
streets, about one o'clock, in the night.
was caused by about thirty feet of
the shed and platform fall ng, that
head been used for storing the coke.
The wooden work has become so
rotten and' decayed that its own
weight brought down the portion
mentioned, and caused a crash that
could be heard for blocks.
Mlany parts of the framework
aneund Attie furnaces are a4y getting
itt. a lorre delapidat condition,
arti and catc g someone
niontratarily there danger of
undernenth. Dew ng the day many
people are passing back and forth
through the yanks going to the river.
btxt fortunately it was the dead of
'night when the thirty feet dropped
early yeeterday morning, therfore no-
body happened to Fret caught under
the falling /11.2S6 -and injured,
Severat city officials yesterday said
they intendkea astertainng who was
tit local representatives of the fur-
cc owners, and famework, which eta.
dangers the lives of all passersby
every moment.
•WANITED---Two white women to
world at Mktdel Steam Dye works,
109 'South Third.
Excursion Rates
on Shoes atChief of Police James Collins de- 
'Broadway. Henansites to take a month's rest and has and $6
 
oo Oxfordsput his application in to the board of
police coinmissioners, requesting pet:-
mission to take August as the time
for his vacation. The chief is kept
pretty busy the year round, and it is
more than probable the commission-
ers will grant him the lay-off, al-
thoujh they have not yet passed on
it..
Charged With Cursing.
Kate Beasley, colored, was arrest-
ed yesterday by Offieers Gouraeux
nd Senser on the charge of being
drunk and disorderly, and cursing
Mattie Montgomery.
Accused Released.
Rufus Wyatt, colored, was arrest-
ed yesterday by Ocacers Johnson and
CrtPts en the eharge of steahng the
bicycle that was found in his peel-
session, and which wheel belonged to
Allen Johnson, colored. Wyatt prov-
ed to the officers that he bought the
• 
[Almost every coal dealer claims.,.
CIais coal is the best hut /I 'is only 1
• le e: :I. e . er se. e --- 1 ,
i -r-- s':-.' e • • " r e . -"4 Fero 0". rsli
• '-es- - '''. . es Ta•".r .. 7349.111) ,171,'
,-, .,,--:., '.4-till- - 
i `•
Pony For Sale.
I have a nice pony for sale cheap.i
Call 921 Trimble. PAT GROGAN,
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No.
Broadway. Both telephones No.
The best coal an Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Padubsh
bike from Sam Simon ,the saloonist
of Seventh and Trimble. It is un-
derstood that Simon secured it from
some other party, and the officers
are gradually working down the line
to the starting point, to see who wag
first in possession of the wheel after
Johnson lost it. Wyatt was released
on showing he had not stolen the
wheel.
Lieutenant Departed.
This morning at 2 o'clock Lieut.
Thomas Potter of the police force,
left for Lexington with Homer Clark,
the white lad who will be placed in
the reform school there. During the
absence of the lieutenant, Patrolman
Emil Gout-item wil have charge of
the _night force.
More Prowlers Out.
Mr. George H. Schoening, of' 418
Setrth Ninth street reported to the
police yesterday that the night before
Cochran .hoe Co.'s, 4o5
ano 'eetson $5.00
now $3.50 and
$4.00. Regent $3.50 Tan Oxfords
now $2.25.
BASEBALL
Jacksonville 6, Cairo 5.
Jacksonville XI, July 21.---113oth
I itcaers were touched up lively to-
day. The score:
r h e
CA iro 
 
 
 5 13 o
Jasksonville 
 
 6 tt t
t
Batteries, Hatch and Quessiet;
Fox and Belt.
Danville 4. Paducah a.
Danville, Ill., Juiy am—The Vets
von today in one of the prettieat-4
-acmes of the season. Tadlock and
Holycross divided honors in the
pitcher's box but the locals were
'mom 'successful in bunching hits.
'The score:
'Danville 
Paducah 42
: Bstteries, Holycross and Ott,
lock and Downing.
h e
7
72
Tad-
NOTICE..
To our Customers awl to Whom it
May Concern:
We are no agents for any monop-
cly or trust of stone, and any one
wishing to puretase whit n and bet-
ter stone for eemetery eurpeses than
Green River stone, call on J. S.
Downs dt Co. Before purchasing
Limestone monumental work seehow cheap yo ucan buy from us forfirst clasp work and materials, wain-ite especially. Have h
Green River stone for 6 years andhave never been without it.
J. S. DOWNS dr CO..
t6to Trimble St.
Why will you Gutter'
When
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
:that-Awful- pain.
*Has cured .otkers, wIll cure you.
, Call on us, or phone 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237,
Office with Dr. Rivers at Rivers, 128
North Fifth, Both Phones 355,
Residence met teay, utei Phone 169s
ID
Gas and Galoline
Engines
For All Purposes
I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.
Special attention to electric light-
ing plants.
ARRY- 
-WALL—AC
Paducah. Ky.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS
H a woman believes hr husband isbad, the chances are he will make
good.
VACATIONAREADING
(3 An unusual opportunity to pro-
vide restful reading for the leisure
hour. q Well known books by
well known authors, hitherto
published at $1.50, now offered
at the special vacation price Of
50c Per Volume
IL ( Al.!
ee 'It 'o 11 I)
THE VIRGINIAN
Owen -N.
THE /EMMET OF NAVARRE
By Bertha Runkle
ISSI.; HONORABLE PETER STIFILDIG
By Paul Leicester Feed
ABROAD WITH THE JIMMIES
By Lilian Bell
IN THE BISHOP'S CARRIAGE
By Miriam Michelson
CASTLE CRANEYCROW
By George Barr McCutcheon
THE FUJeltE OF LIGHT
By Louis Tracy
ET. ELMO
By Auoteta Evans
RUPERT 01 BENTZAU
By Anthony Hare
MISER HOADLETS SLCRET
By Arthur W. Marchmont
AND A HUNIIIRED OTHERS
CALL AND EXAMINE OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
INSURE WIT1r—u.oxit=-
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
°tricot 306 Broadway Phones: Office 383—Resident P1646
Matti" Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
120 S. TIMID ST1%EFT: PADUCAH, KY
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
AREAL Fr 4.11TE A GENC:r \s‘.
PADUCAH REA.- ?Cr' • ' WESTERN KENTUCKY P ARM a efts!,
NIONTPILY PA VMENt S FOR INVESTMENT. WU *10tN-WINTUCEY .'.EA'. r-Sel A TS JOURNAL A tv
•entits TO EVE;VI‘ODY. SEND t-elv
• 1.1., •• • we. jog al-
Before Iroding Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILL IAMS BICYCILI CO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can s are yoa
money, and take your old wheel i ii exchange WE WANT AN tn.-LIMITED NUMBER OF SECON D HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest h ouse in town on Bicyles and every-thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expos*mathinkts Ia oor repair shop. All work guaranteed.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Henderson, Ky.—Grand Lodge K.
4,1 P. of Kentucky. Dates of sale July
23rd, sath and 25th, 1906, limited to
.July 28th, 1906. Round trip rate
• $3.85.
 T-he-susttitid --$5.oes-exeursient to--Citi-
•cano via. I. C. R. R. wilt be run
Tuesday, Auga.t 21st. A great many
:people are preparing to take advan-
tage of this special excursion, which
is the most popular run by the I!li-
Timis Central railroad.
Opening Shoshoni Indian Reserva-
tion—Tickets on sale to Worland or
Ehoshoni. Wyo., from now until July
2eith. 1906, limit August isth, 1906.
Round trip rate $31.10.
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills Chau-
lanqua. Dates of sale August 1st
to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906.
Round trip rate $5.70, limit three day!:
from date of sale. Round trip rate
44.75:
Washington, D. C.—Negro Young
Peoples' Christian and Educational
'Congress. Dates of sale July 27th,
3oth and 31st, 1906, limit August 8th,
1906, by depositing ticket and paying
Ice of so cents, limit can be extended
to September 8th, 1906. Round trip
rate $21.50.
Lexington, Ky.—Nttional Grand
'Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
Dates of sale July 29th, 30th and
August 1st, 1906; limit August 5th,
.1906. Round trip rate $9.35.
Louisville, Ky.—Special excursion
train leaves 8:5o a. m., Sunday, July
29th, 1900, tickets good returning on
excursion train only, !caving Louis-
ville coo p. m., July 31St, 1906.
Round trip rate $2.00. Tickets on
sale at city office, 5io Broadway, Sat-
urday, July 28th, also Sunday morn-
ing, July 29th
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.—
Itiational Encampment Grand Army
of the Republic. Dates of sale Aug-
ust lith, 12th and 13th, 1906, return
limit August 31st, 1906; by deposit-
ing ticket and paying fee of 50 cents
tickets can be extended to September
30th, 1906. Round trip rate $14.80.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
$23.70. Dates of sale August and,
1906, return limit August 13th, 1906.
'Train No. tog August 9th, 1906, re-
'turn limit August 23rd, 1906. August
16th 1906 return, limit August 31st,
1906.
Niagara Falls. N. Y. and return.—
:17.05. Dates of sale—trains No. 122
and No. 102 July 27th and No. tog
July 28th, 1906, return limit August
.Sth, 1906. Train No. 122 and No. 102
4%. - August 8th and No. tog August 9th.
trxs6. return limit August 20th.
Trains No. 122 and 102 August 24th
and No. 104 August 25th, 1906, return
limit September 6th, 1906.
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
•Commercial Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 25, 26, and 27th
too6 limit August 8th, 1906. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 3oth, 1906. Round trip
rate $15.25.
J. T. Donovan. Agent. City
CREW COMES
TO TESTIFY
TUE AGAIXS--1.--C.
IS POSTPONED UNTIL
TTJESDAY.
Court Continued the Several Vag-
rancy Charges and Dismissed
the 1 so Women.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Judge Edward Puryear contin-
ued until next Tuesday the warrant
charging the Illinois Central railroad
with blocking t. public crossing at
Eleventh and I -ordway with a long
string of unbro reight cars. The
postponement 1.as given in order to
have the crew in charge of the train
brought to give evidence.
The court left ova the vagrancy
charges against Gu. Williams, Pete
Caldwell, Dick Hill and James Rob-
ertson, while Seldom Matlock was
filled $30 and costs.
The petty larceny charge against
Gip Poe, who is accused of stealing
a watch and two pearls from Lizzie
Roberts of Finley street, was dis-
missed... '
The court dismissed the charge 3f
kenness , and disorder against
Jchn Neely.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging Lillian Owen and Ruth La-
thtip with running a disorderly house
out in Worten's addition. The
females moved out and the matter is
&sipped.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
IThe best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
''23" AND "SKIDOO."
After the lapse oi many days a
change has come over the telephone
number of Gen. Andrew H. Embler
of New Haven.
Gen. Embler's number used to be
2? and Gen. &abler, who diagrees
with Brander Matthews,that slang is
condenced metaphor, felt that as
treasurer of the company which own-
ed the wires he could keep on having
twenty-three for his number if he
chose.
The general used to tell his friends
that to change his number would be
to make a concession to a vulgarism
that was wormwood to his soul. So
they applied the acid test.
Night after night call would come
on the heels of call.
"Is this twenty-three?"
-
"Not really?
yours."
Being anti-slang the Embler house-
hold could not fall back on profanity,
which is the ruffianly relation of
slang. It could only go back to bed
and consider.
A few nights ago the following con-
versation made mince Meat of an at-
titude.
"Is this twenty-three?"
"Yes."
"May I speak with Mr. Skidoo?"
"There is no such person here; thisOffice 5r0 Broadway. is Gen. Embler's residence. Mrs.R. M. Prather, Agent Union F.mbler is speaking."Depot. 
"Oh Mrs. gkidoo. Then how are
Well, skidoo for
from an
at •reyor on any ktild of 1,.-ast, until you have received err complete Freeformes illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-gted,bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LoViPRICES and wonderful new serer@ made passage by selling from factorsdirect to rider with no middlemen's penal.WE MAN,
 ON APFWOVAL rottkont a cent defrosit, Pay the Freight andallow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no whethouse in the world will do. You will learn everything and get mach valeable information by simply writing us a postal.We need • Maw Agent in every town and can offer an opportnnit,to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N LVRe lap Price SA. 8 0418.50 psr pair. 
.80 —11F PER Pet/To Introduce
T OR LASSon a Sample WON'T LETPair for Only OUT THE AIR(CASH WITH ORDER saese)
NO MORE TROURLE FROM PUNCTURES.Renuo. 01 13 years experience in tire
making. 14o danger from THORNS. CAC-TUS. PiNS. TACKS or GLASS.!Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, canbe vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred The-sand pairs imw in actual uss. OverThUi li..!ti pairs sold tut year.
CENT-!writeillorill big num BICYCIIT WILL tirestalogueOO
1 II IC Tiullrit. unr. TIRES 
aumost 
rae/ft PotRel lin4 at hl 'xi":T.K.LOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world. 9DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE
Notice the thlek rubber tread
"A" and puncture strips "11'and "113," also rim strip "IP'to prevent tins cutting. Tadstire will outlast any otitissnake—SOFT, 'ELASTIC awe
ILLIBY RIDING.EIENORIPTIONe Made in ail sires. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined 'madewith • opeci.I quaiity of rubber, what'll never becomes porous and which clones up small punctureswithout allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers statingthat their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more thanan ordinary tire, the puncture renisting qualities being given by several layers of thin. Speciallyprepared fabric on the tread. That 'holding
 Back" animation commonly felt when tiding on asphaltor soft toads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from beingsqueezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of thesetires is $8.5o per pair, but for advertising purpose.; we are making a special factory price to the riderof only s4.so per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approvaL'Yon do not _pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.We will alkw • cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 4111.55 per pair) if you sendFULL CASH WITH ORDER and emclose this advertisement. We will alas send one nickelplatted brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on hill paid orders (these metalpuncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returnedat OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,Ranker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order • pair olthese tires, you will find-that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and lookSuer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any puke. We knowthat you will be so well pleasedthat when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us • small trialorder at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.built-up-wheels, saddle. pedals, parts and repairs, .11100ASTER-BRIIKE.9,, everything in the bicycle tine are sold by us at half thousua1.prinas charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.hut write us • postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYINGDO NOT WAIT bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the new airwonderful offers we are making. It only costs • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
BEM CYCLE COMPANY, Dept. "J L" CII ICAO% ILL
Mr. 'Skidoo and all the little Skidoos?
What, no Skidoos, you say? How
curious:"
Gen. Embler, who was in bed, came
hot-foot and closed the conversation.
But in the morning he changed his
number, and no one else has applied
for it to date.—New Haven Dispatch
in New York World.
EXAMINE BARBERS
•
President of State Board Comes To-
morrow to Sign Certificates.
By tomorrow all the barbers of
this city will have been examined by
Mr. J. H. Root, who is a member of
the board of state examiners for
Kentucky, and who has been testing
the barrels for the past few days at
the city hall. Tomorrow the presi-
dent of the board comes down and
attaches his signature to the certifi-
cate granted the Paducah barbers
by Mr. Root, showing the local mem-
bers of the profession are fully
qualified for their duties.
PROGRAMME FOR
SONG SERVICE
ATTRAC IVE FEA URES FOR
THIS EVENING AT BROAD-
WAY CHURCH.
Rev. Bass Has Returned From Vaca-
tion and Will Fill Pulpit at Both
Services Today.
The programme is as follows for
the song service to be given this eve-
ning at the Broadway Methodist
church:
Song service.
Organ voluntary.
Hymn 460—"Gtride Me, 0, Thou
Great Jehovah.'
Prayer.
Doxology.
Scr pture lessons.
Solo—"And There Were Shep-
herds"--Mrs. D. M. Flournoy.
Hymn 575—"Onward, Christian
Soldiers.'
Anthem-
-
0,
Tongues.'
Solo—"Fear Ye Not, 0. Israel---
NET. Robert D. McMillian.
Hyvnin--5z2-z--"0, Thou Whose
Bounty Fills My Cup."
Solo—"Our Fat her"—Miss Ham.
Solo—"Giver of Life"—Mir. Robert
Scott.
.Hynsn-666—"Hasten Lord."
Solo—"Crossing the Bar"—Mr.
Emmett Bagby.
Solo—"Lead, Kindly I. ht " Miss
Julia Scott.
For a Thousand
Mniister Returned.
Rev. B. WI. Bays, of the Tenth
street Christian church, returned yes-
terday from vi Siting in Lexington and
Cincinnati, and will be in his pulp t
this morning and evening.
Second Baptist.
"No Difference" wil he preached on
this morning by Rev. E. H. Conn ng-
ham at tfie Second iBaptist church,
whle tonight his, theme will be 'Lost
Soul s."
Temple Cupalo.
The carpenters will in the next few
days firresh the woodwork on the new
cupalo being placed on the tower M."
Temple Isreal at Seventh and Broad-
way. The metal covering will then
be put on.
one that can prove it. The Pitts-fwyp
NOT IDLE
SUPERVISOR'S
RESIGNATION
MR.' CALDWELL'S HEALTII
WILL NOT PERMIT OF HIS
RETURN HOME.
He Tendered His Regisnation Which
Was Accepted by Maryor Yeiser,
Who Names Another.
Yesterday morning Miayor Yeiser
received a letter from M. R. G. Cald-
well, who is at Glasgow, Ky., and
who said he would be there for at
least two months yet, therefore he
wanted to resign as a member of the
,boarrt of city
or could select a successor and a
meeting of the bcxtrcP held. Mr. Cald-
well had his resignation in be letter,
and :t was accepted by the mayor,
who will select some other to serve
sii the board.
There. are three members of the
board of • supervisors, Messrs. Eli
Boone,- Richard Holland and R. G.
Cantwell, and the first of the year
they were chosen to canvass the city
assessor's books to se if all Paducail
property was equitably assessed for
municipal tax purposes. The board
sits eight weeks at beginning of each
year. and now since it adjourned
many complatits have come in from
property owners stating their poSsies-
sions were wrongfully assessed for
taxable purposes. As the supervisors
are the only ones that can grant re-
lief to anyone wrongfully assessed,
the mayor wants. to call the board to-
gether, but cannot because of the
*some of Member Wayne we is
at Glasgow for his health. The may-
or could call without him, but does
not want to assemble the body with-
out a futl attenaance.
The niwyor wrote Mr. Caldwell to
find out how long before he could
come home, and now that the pro-
longed' absence necessitates the mem-
ber's resignation, the mayor will
n•atne some other to sit on the board.
Ile expects to call them together by
the first of next month.
Anybody who thinks woman a frail
creature, fitted only for playing
bridge and doing fancy work, would
better read these statistics from the
last census, showing some of the
strenuous occupations American wo-
rien have taken to:
Stock raisers and drovers
Lumbermen 
 I 00
Woodchopper' .... . 
 
113
Civil engineers and surveyors 
 
 84
Longshoremen 
 
18
Stevdores 
Watchmen and policemen
men ant sa ors- 
 734
Pilots 
 ... 5
Carriage and hack drivers 
 43
Blacksmiths 
 196
Rail way baggagemen 
 to
Braketnin 
 31
Conductors • 7
Switchmen and yardmen 
 26
Ship carpenters 
 6
Masons 
 167
Plumbers and fitters 
 125
Fishermen and oystermen 1,805
Miners and quarrymen 1,370
Author§ and scientists 2  616
And 1320 women as "guides, trappers,
hunters and scouts."
About one-third of the women in
the United States, it is estimated, are
earning their own living, and this es-
timate is exclusive of farmers' wives'
and other wives who are more than
earning la livelihood at cooking,
sweeping, sewing and raising a brood
of children.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one co-il that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones N. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
WEEK AT LAKES
Delegation Went Down Yesterday to
Camp and Flsh for This
Week.
A party of ladies and gentlemen
left yesterday afternoon for Metrop-
olis lake where they rmain until the
last of this week, camping and fish-
ing. They went prepared with tents,
cots, fishing tackle, week's supply of
provisions, and in fact loaded with
everything that combines to form a
pleasant time.
Those in the crowd were Mr. and
Mrs. Gus Lockwood and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gammon and'
children, Mr. and Mrs. Claude F.
Johnson and daughter, Mrs. Ophelia
Heflin, Miss Geraldine Gibson and
Messrs. Wilbur and Ernest Heflin.
Never
taxes he
judge a man's worth by the
pays. 
withpleasure, business usually gcs
the short end of it. • '
POINTED PARAGRAPHS
For shooting the "is-it-hot-enough-
for-you" fiends this is the open sea-
son.
There's nothing new under the sun
—except methods of distorting the
truth.
Things we would like to be thank-
fu! for so seldom give up the oppor-
tunity.
Did you ever hear of a married
man wasting any sympathy on an
old bachelor?
A woman never accuses a man of
flattery if he praises her for qualities
she knows she doesn't possess.—Chi-
cago News.
"And you say you
less I marry you!"
"I cannot."
"What will you do?"
"Keep on boarding," answered the
.youna man5 itIunily.
ing eloe."—Loulsville Courier-Journal.
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Cos,
mpbell43uildir g;---
 -Both—Phones
5.
 --
cannot live un-
A Knock at Tillman's Friend. •
"Go Between's" winning the Subur-
Son should encourage the Hon. Wil-
liam E. Chandler. to try again.—Char-
leston News and Courier .
I r•
Ot
Our Handsome Spring ,Fabrics I
ARE NOW ON DLSP AY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICESTSTYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS Al.FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HISCLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WSTURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continoua passage $4.0o:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Part,
of five or over $1.50 each, without
treats; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. 'FOWLER. Gets Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLE citr koilb
Agent. Phone 33. 
.r•
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M AY 3oth, Igo&
SOUTH 'BOUND No. tot No. 103 No. 1stLeave Cincinnati .... 
 
... 8:20 a.m. 6:0o p.m. 
 •••••Leave Louisville 
 12:01 p.m. 9:40 p.m. 7:30 ans.Leave Owensboro 
 6:3o p.m. 900 a.m.Leave Horse Branch 
 2:28 p.m. sa:08 a.m. 11:05 a.m.Leave Central City 
. 3:30 p.m. T :03 a.m. 12:30 PAILLeave Nortonville 
 408 P.m 1 40 a.m. 1:28 .in.Leave Evansville 
 12:50 p.m. 4:40 p.m. 8:30 a.m.Leave Nashville 
 7:e0 p M. 8:05 a.m.Leave Hopkinsville 
 p:45 p.m. 11:20 a.m.Leave Pincetou 
 4:55 PA& 2:27 a m.Arrive Paducah 
 6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m.Leave Paducah 
 6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m.Arrive Fulton 
 7:20 p.m. 4:50
 cm.Arrive G:bbs, Tents 
 806 Pin. 5:51 a.m.Arrive Rives 
 813 p.m. 6:01 A.m.Arrive Jackson 
 7:15 a.m.Arrive bfemphis 
•i•io p.m Lao a.m.Arrive New Orleans 
 to:35 a.m. 815 p.m.
•
2:35
4:15
4:20
6:0o
NORTH BOUND No. tos N No. lo. 104IanLeave New Orleans 
 7:10 p.m.. ts:t5 cm. 
 leave Memphis 
 645 a.m. 8:50 p.m. Leave Jackson, Team. 
 8:07 a.m. s.: 10 p.m. 
 Leave Rives 
 P1:58 p.m. Leave Fukon 
 10:15 a.m. 12:35 cm 6:00 a.m.Arrive Paducah 
 11:20 Lill. 1:43 a.m. 7:40 am.Leave Paducah 
 1 1 :25 am. a. 3:48 m. 7:50 a.m.Arrive Princeton 
. 
12:39 pm. 3:03,. 'AIL p:sp a.m.Arrive HopkinerTe 
 6 
. Arrive Nashville 
 
:15 p.m 5:ao a.m.
9:25 p.m 1:10 a.m.Arrive Evansville 
 
 3:45 P.m- 945 cm. 
 Arrive Nortonville 
... 1:28 p.m. 3:51 a.m. zo:35 &MsArrive Central City 
 3:05, pan. 4.3o ant, ii:30 am.
*arrive Norse Branch ..... 
 3:06 p.m. 5:18 a.m. 12:55 p.m.Muir* Owensboro . 
 
'4 :5 P.m. 8:00 a.m.Awake I.ouieville .., 
 5:35 P.m- 7:30 a.m.'4:5: p:nkirli6Pernve Cincinnati 
 9:11 p.m. sax* moo 
IT. LOUIS Drrzsion
NORTH BOUND
Beare Paducah 
Arrive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago 
Arrive St. Louis 
No. 306 No. 374
ta:4o p.m. 4:20 p.m.
4:25 p.m. 8:40 p.m.
6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
7:ao cru.
4
at
J.,
ea, • • •-• •-••• I
SOUTH SOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Cabondale 
Arrive Paducah . 
No 305.
7:45 am.
2:50 SLIM.
1140 a.m.
3:35 PRI.
NO. 373
9:40
 c.a.
6:ao p.m.
7:05 am,
11:00 a tn.
 • • •
 
 0.•• • •
•• •• • ND• • • •
CAIRO-KAILLIVILLIL LINE.
NOiRT BOUND io1-801 484181Leave Nashville
mire TriTirikit'ravalle 
 
11 :30 
-ma. 6:40 a.m.Leave Princeton 
 
2:35 p.m. 7:45 cmArrive Paducah 
 4:15 P.m. 9:25 a.m.Leave Paducah 
 6:15 p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Csiro 
 7:4,3, p.m. II:I0 a.m.Arrive St. I.ouis 
 
 7:20 a.m. 4:30
 P.m.
6:30. a.m 9:30 P.m.
geese
Arrive Chicago
0..
e. 
. •
0.040.40.665.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Chicago 
 
Leave St.Lenis 
 
Leave Cairo 
Arrivk Paducah 
 
Leave 'Paducah 
 
Arrive Princeton 
 
Arrive Hopkinsville
Arrive Nashville 
 
...
122-822
6:an p.m.
9:40 Pm.
6:00 a.m
7:45 am.
7:50 2.M.
9:29 a.111.
336-836
9:40 a.m.
1:50 p.111.
5:55 p.m.
7:40 
3:to p.m.
4:45 INtn.
6:to p.m.
p:as p.m. • .
•
•
•
a
Trains marked (o) run daily exeept Sunday. All other trains ruedaily. Trains 103 and to carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains IOT and 102 sleepers between Louis-ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 801 and 822 sleepers betweenPaducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
-Sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Xy.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lodsville, Ky.
71014N A SCOTT. A. G. P A.. Memphis, Tenn.
S IIA I Cit, G. P. A-. aucalls. 1416
W. H. BRILL, D. P. It. Ulm, ir,-;
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildings
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, KY
New 'Phone 490-
SPECIA.LTIES1
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Psal Estate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT:
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Ken.
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
N
FLOUR OY & REED
L
AWYERS. 
•
Rooms to, ii and 12, Columbia Bldg..
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5, Paducah.
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky..
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bents.
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 1 14- Old 'Phone 484.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLIM,
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
arb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of thug
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 RegiSter Banda-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
ELT. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office asSw
JP.
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKH1LL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS.
fact NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 335
Office hours St° to a. ins I to alt.
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE It ND
THROAT
Me and Residence, Poore i 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phone 1041- -Red
Dr. Sidney Smitab
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway'—Phone sae
Residence, 819 Broadway. I
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintc:.d • nt.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 311*
PADrUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calttulmr-
Framed right up to (late in 1' miss
utea time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE4.1 Braes's,.
 te'Mar7"
Jim Duffy
4031/2. Broadway.
Pressing and Cleanin.
S.
es
4
0,
A
 We 
 
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
4....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
:is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWINLIt_LCI
• W. TJ MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
.41
' Condensed Statement of the
Mechanics' and Farmers
Savings Bank
Paducah, Kentncky,
At the close of business, June 30, 1906.
RESOU RCES:
Dons and discounts 
 
 
$I99,523.64
Stocks and bonds. 
 2,800.ou
Furniture and fixtures, 2,800.00
Cash and exchange, 
 
 51.063-71
• 
.$255.386-35
LIABIL /711:8;
Captital stock. 
 
 $ 50,0o0.t.3
Undivided profia, 
 3.724.26
Deposits. 201,662.09
 11=111110*
$255386.35
A dividend of a% p Cr cent. was declared out of the net
earnings of the past sis. months and eredittd to the stockhold-
ers entitled to same, pay able on 'demand.
J. T. LAURIE,Cashier.
11111111111
1
6[71 IRMA
YOUR CORRESPONDENEt
BY USING THE
"[ARNO°
TYPEWRITER
99
"Saves 25 per.r.e.nt._of the Operatoe&
Time which is your time.
10111111110.0.....•
Mirwood ITypewriter Co.,
24! BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LDUISVILLE, KY.
Paducah Tray, skr Con i pa .t:
(Inca Pnraten-i
General Cart' ge Business'
Superior FacIlitiesifor Office
FlandlIng Freight, Mitchinery 2ncl arta Monroe
and Household Cloot).s. Both 'Phon eft
PL:D. Fitziatrick. Supt.
AMERICAN GIRL
—
' tion to the women when they began
• -Achy fishing, to get their odd costumes,
Itheir white hoods, their neat aprons,wide spreading short skirts, andWins Husband by Strang- wooden shoes, and more especially
'their merry, health flushed round
est Lottery in the laces, and matchless complexions
While he was blocking out his sketchWorld. he observed his fellow Americans
entering--4h- square, fluttering- with
excitement and laughter in enjoyment
of the strange scene.
H. Overheard Their Conversation
ass, were neer hi.., and as he befit
over his work he cou'd hear their
laughter and catch scraps of their
conversation. He heard Miss Burley
challenge Miss Mercer t,.) fish for a
husband and he heard Miss Mercer
accept the challenge.
'You must Ish too, Edna,' said
Miss Mercer.
"Can't; I'm engaged already,"
laughed her cousin. "But you, won't
dare?"
Miss Aniti Miercer of Worcester,
Maus, will be married next month
to Allen Carter Watson, of New
ork as the result of her participa-
tion in the strangest lottery in the
world—and, it is hinted, rank bribery
•sii the part of her husband to be.
She won her husb,and in the fam-
ous lottery held at Maradidi, in Hun-
gary, on "All Husbands' day"—Jan.
to—when every bachelor in the vil-
lage writes his name upon a card and
casts it into a great tub on the vii-
II sasessnats.
.n the village and for miles around
approaches the tub with a long pole
spiked at The .engt and fishes for a
husband. She plunges this sharp
spiked pole into the big bran tub,
transfixes a card with it, and draws
it forth in triumph; and thereafter the
man whose name is upon the card is
expected to be her sweetheart and to
marry her—if neither has any objec-
tion.
The fishing for husbands is the one
great ceremony of the year in the
picturesque little village—the greatest
event of all to the young men and
girls and to the aging maidens who
have 'fished for many seasons without
luck, because, after being hooked,
their fishes have wriggled away.
Curious to See the Ceremony.
It happened that on Jan. 19, 1906,
there was a party of American tour-
ists composed of Miss Mercer, her
aunt, Mrs. Clara Spence of Malden,
Mass., Mrs. George R. Burley of Mal-
den, and Miss Edna Burley, who de-
cided to run up to Maradidi and wit-
ness the strange ceremony.
By some peculiar twist of fate it
happened that Allen C. Watson of
New York, an artist possessed of
wealth and most of the other good
things of this life, also had decided
to leave his studio in Budapest and
run up to Maradidi for the*express
!purpose of making a sketch of the
lodd ceremony of fishing for a hus-
band.
The morning of Jan 19 the party
of women from Massachusetts ob-
served a young, handsome, well
dressed stranger at a table across
the little brakfast room of the pic-
turesque inn, and without/ seeming to
be unduly observant, Watson saw a
girl of rare beauty, tall, with light,
wavy hair, and lustrous blue eyes,
abrim with fun and pleasurable ex-
citement. There was no chance for
them to meet, but, as it afterwards
developed .they each knew in a mo-
ment that the other party came from
the United States, and being in a far
land, among foreigners, they felt a
sort of kinship.
Her Winsomeness Impressed Watson
Watson, much impressed by the
winsomeness of one of the women of
his country, went to the market
square shortly before 11 o'clock and
set up his apparatus, preparatory to
sketching the girls as they fished for
lovers in the big bran pail that al-
ready was in position in the most
piominent part of the market place.
The fishing he knew, began shortly
before noon and continued for an
hour or more, according to the eager-
ness or the backwardness of the girls.
Already tfhe young men of the village
had begun to slip up to the bran tub
snd cast their cards into it, and he
knew that none of the girls would
come until all the names of the eli-
gibles had beer deposited in the tub,
and the last moment possible was at
ne on. s
Watson busied himself making a
harried sketch of the market place,
the tub, and the plaint surroundings.
meaning to devote his entire attest-
Excursion Rates Vi*. Cie Southern
Railway from Louisville.
St. Paul, Minn—$21.50, July 23, 24.
25, and 26 Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 25c validation fee.
St. Paul, Minn.—$t6.00, August to,
T and 12. Return limit August 31,
with 
_prvilege of extensitan_to Septrm-
3oth on payment of 50 cents.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.--$36.00. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of Love and
October 31st. loss love in
s way?
On sale Ashville, N. C.—$15.95.
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each mon'h, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A.. nit East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., .St.
Louis, Mo.,
"I will too," laughed Miss Mercer.
"There are a lot of handsome fel-
lows among them; and. besides, the
chances are they wou 1 ,sit me if they
won me, and it would be lots cf fun."
The party stood watching the
young men casting their cards into
the tub, and, being told that the girls
would not begin fishing until noon,
they returned to the inn for lunch.
Watson. sketching away, suddenly
became filled with an idea. In a iwe-
ment he had deserted his easel al d
was in conference with three or 1 stir
of the young men, who laughed loud-
ly, smote their thighs, laughed again,
and then roared as he talked.
Then, evidently accepting his of-
fers, they hid certain coins in their
trousers pockets, and still smiting
their thighs and laughing, set to
work.
Miss Mercer Took a Chance.
An hour later the 'Massachusetts
party returned from lunch and found
the square almost deserted. Watson
still was sketching away, but when
the American women appeared on the
scene he arose from his easel, deliber-
ately walked to the tub and cast a
card into it, then returned to his
easel.
"It is a challenge. Aniti," whisper-
ed iher cousin. "You don't dare ac-
cept it."
"I do," said Miss Mercer; and
without a moment's hesitation, she
walked forward, borrowed a spikej
rod from a blond beauty, who laugh-
ed and, wished her luck, approached
the tub and speared at the bottom.
The spike came up with -a card
trams-tied, and almost breathless with
excitement, Miss Mercer removed it
f om the barb and read: A1len Carter
Watson, New Yolk.
Atich agitated, autr'eti h.ck to
her relatives, arid after some hesist-
ant c, showed the card
Trouseou Has Been Ordered.
In her agitation she did not noti.se,
nor did her :datives. that the tub wss
oragged behind a p;llar as d another
wagged into its place, into whicli the
n-aidens of the village were plunging
their spears with anxiety, laughter
and mirth.
An hour later at the inn, Miss
Mercer was approached by Watson.
"I have come to claim my right
to walk wilt you," he said, laughingly.
"I cannot deny the right," she said.
"I took a chance and suppose I must
pot the forfeit."
So they walked together through
the village and Miss Mercer wonder-
ed at the laughter and giggles of the
natives as they passed. Before they
returned to the inn they were friends
end Watson was introduced to the
others of the party and took dinner
•v.ith them.
"I have a confession to make," said
Watson suddenly that evening as he
set with Mis's Mercer in the parlor of
tne inn. "It is a confession and an
apology. I bribed the men to help
me and I filled the bottom of that
tub with my cards—to make sure I
would meet you."
"I thought it was fate—at first,"
she said. "I'm sorry you cheated;
perhaps I would have spared you,
even if you had not."
But —riaser all, she forgave him;
and before they parted in ,Budapest a
week later they were engaged—and
Miss Mercer bought her trousseau in
Paris on the way home.
A Chum ef 1E. H. PURYEAR,
Abe Lincoln
,There is living in Hiskman county
an old-timer by the name of J. W.
Hall, who was a near neighbor of-
Abraham-Li-moth- -whew -1K--Wka a
boy, living in Larue 'county, Ks..
They lived about four miles apart.
Uncle John tells a good yarn, illus
flitting the conditions existing in that
section, When he and Abe, as he
familiarly calls him, were boys. Corn
mills wese scarce in that section in
those days. On one occasion when
he was eight or nine yeare, old, Mr.
Hall's father sent him to mill with
a sack of corn to have it ground into
meal. The nearest mill was about
fifteen miles away, and as the mill
astound very slowly it was late in the
afternoon slsefoee john seat-spa loess, 
with his meal.
It was winter and John had not
traveled more than half the way
home when a driving snow com-
menced falling, and by the time he
reached the home of Uncle Tom
I.incoln, darkness had overtaken him
and he concluded to stop and stay
until morning. He r tile up to the
fence in front of the house and called
for Uncle Tom and asked permission
to stay all night, when he was told
to get down and come in to the fire.
At the same time the 'old gentleman
called for Abe to come and take the
boy's bag of meal into the house. He
said a long gawky boy came limping
out of the house with one foot in his
shoe and the other foot laced on the
top of his other shoe, and a large
white rag tied on his lame foot.
Uncle John went into the house
where he found a big wood ,fire blaz-
ing hot. The sticks of Wcood wet
five or six feet long, and rested on
Large )stones on either side of the
fireplace which served the purpose of
andirons. While enjoying the warmth
ef the fire, he noticed a large pile of
ashes under the burning logs and
while he was wondering what it con-
tained Aunt Nancy Lincoln reached
up in one corner and got the fire
stick and commenced stirring the pile
of ashes, from which she raked out
about a dozen fine sweet potatoes.
She then reached up on the shelf and
got a wild turkey wing and brushed
the ashes off of them.
Addressing herself to John she told
him that they would have to eat them
in place of bread as the meal was out
John insisted that shc take enough
meal out of his sack to make bread
for supper and breakfast, which she
finally did. By this time, Abe had
put up his horse and led him and re-
turned to the house. There was still
vo light in the house except fire light
but Aunt Nancy reached into a split
basket sitting in the corner of the
room and took out a good sized tur-
nip. shaved off the top and scraped
cut the inside, which she was not
long in emptying out the rind. She
then filled the cavity with greese,
twisted a cotton rag and put into
the turnip rhind and lighted the end
,of the greasy string with a burning
!splinter. She then turned to the boy
zed said: "Sonney take this latre' -nd
go with Abe to the innoke house.
Abe take that hunting knife and cut
enouglameat off of that venison ham
for supper." They soon returned with
an ample supply of good fat venison
stake.
The old gentleman's mouth fairly
watered as he recalled that good
warm supper of corn (loggers, roast
potatoes and nice venison stake.—
Mayfield Monitor.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 12
Broadway,. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The clkapest coal in Paducah.
pretty girl whoAlmost every coal dealer claims had no 'friends.his coal is the best but there is only Actresses have a way of marryingone coal that ran prove it Th.. D. e._ 
CY_CLI ittO tne most
PICAYUNES.
A stitch in time has sewed tip many
a gossip's lips.
If the piper demanded his pay in
advance, many a gay dance would
remain undanced.
The, generous soul doesn't borrow
the scales of justice to weigh its
neighbor's shortcomings.
Once upon a tinte there was a
was SO pretty she
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both lies.   aristocratic faun-
phones Nlo. 3. James J. O'Donnel,
ot truly pretty face is one that ,isGeneral Manager. 
neither • thatched w.th peroxide nor
tinted with pink paint
common sense—hit what Nobody knows but father how
common with sense, any- much it costs to keep the family
away during the summer.
What is charm? The evanescent
something about a woman that ling-Our Pure Fruit ms when her tangible beauty is gone
tr. return no more.—New Orleans
Picayune.LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW.
BERRY, PEACH._ PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
N rely equipped saloon and hotel HAYESFor Sale at Bargain.`11 connection. Apply to J.,1, T.
()nark% near Union depOt or:o4 SEVENTH AND b 70ADWAY
those p28. 
_A.- in. 754‘
•
The Ozark Hotel.
Art Cris; Swings, 111s.. will make
a rate of STD per week for the bal-
ance of the seasoit The I. C. rail•
road will give reduced rates. The
finest mud baths in the land at The
Osark, also hot, cold, vapor, spray
and shower baths.
MRS. HARKNESS, Proprietress.
"Are you mire the sick man wanted
me asked the -physiciIn. reaching
for his hat.
"He didn't mention your name, but
he's screamin' for someone that'll put
out of his misery, ante I thought
of r;ght awv.."—Hcusten PCIL Old itleph QIN 711V R
AR;EV GiTAFF-OL; EST!M  KAIII/FACTURING
OMPLETE
OMPANY
-S.;;;-"="172.111e.- r.1.11.11.111=2=11111r 12111._Incorp
orated.
eiNLY Sash and nLANT Owning their _own Saw and ,
' Door House in rADUCAH, KY. ....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
.Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Depa.rtmentifwe are NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEECH
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried, We are making especially le* prices on house bills.
GET OUR PRICES ON "TWIN" OAKLAND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
BOTH PHONES 26 so OD GO LET -US FIGURE  YOU! 438 South Second St.
zarry-thlr-Tiroat complete 124 PERSONAL NOTES-
in Western' Kentucky.
Hunyadi Janos.
Apollinaris.
Mount Clement.
Abilene.
Heptal
Red Raven SpBts.
BuffalO LithiL
Pluto.
Pluto Concentrated.
West Baden.
Deerfield.
Bethesda.
Dawson and Dawson concentrated
by bottle or case. Dawson water in
bulk at 3oc galloa..Vidill gladly order
any water we do not have in stock.
Bring your porseriptions here.
Mineral Water
McPherson,s
Drug
IPOURRTH 
$
1ROADWAY.
ke Store.
WANTS
,
FOR ft M'-7t desira'ble resi-
dence 4-iirrier Ninth and Monroe So.
AiI Tmodern conveniences, good
stablest, ,Apply" to S. C. Vaughan.
WANTED-Bilious people to take
Soules' Liver gapsules 25C. R. W.
AVAL4CER !IrrICO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT-Eight-room resi-
dence in West End. All modern
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
FOR RENT-Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
occupied by Paducah Distilleries
company.
..•! 1. MI
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
.ages sof 21 and 35; citizens of United
State, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR RENT--iluilding 16x30, on
Fourth near Kentucky ave. Fine
location for a carpenter shop, plumb-
ing shop or any kind of a shop. Price
l'h one MOO •It 2.50 0 P. Leigh,
WANTED - Second-hand iron
safe. State price. and size in letter.
Address 205 Fo0,44,1 40jr.o.,
.7fot151.3"--)rei •-•
WANTED-A ,good washerwoman,
lcor‘d Pay. Appiire,0201 ...North Fifth
street.
slew Rem• yr* litti and desk
FOR Imit ail Vim', almost
A bargain. to4 Praternity building.
Telephone 290.70 Yl ,
FOR
South Ninth.
'County Attorney Alban Barkley
• •
his wife and child.
Mr. G. H. Robinson was here yes-
terday en route from Marshall coun-
ty to Clarksville, Tenn. He :s the
young-newspaper man who is now en-
gaged in operating a clay bank in
Messrs. Alley and Littlefield left
yesterday for the north. They are
_representatives of the Generil Elec-
tric company that got the contract to
furnish the city lighting plant here
with addtional machinery.
- 1Miss Halline Yancey, of Ripley,
Tenn., arrived yesterday to visit Miss
Hallene McBroont of Trimble street.
Dr. Tic 'M. Childress was in F.ddy-
vine yesterday on professional busi-
ness
Lawyer Lal Threlkeld went to
Smith-land yesterday.
Mr. C. C. Needhanv went to
ville yesterday to visit.
Attorney Frank Lucas is in
burg, Tenn., on business.
Rev. A. l- Hunsucker, of California,
goes to Benton and preaches this
morning, and then to Hazel to con-
duct allethodist services tonight. lie
th-en returns tomorrow to resume vs-
iting Colonel Richard Sutherland, the
police commissioner of Jackson street.
Mr. Aaron Martin, of Greenville,
Ky., is here spending a few days.
-Miss Louise Thompson is visiting
ss Evelyn all-alio° of lklayfielet
-Mr. William 'Hardy, of the Hardy
Buggy factory, has returned from
Cincinnati.
Mr. Leslie Thompson, the tailor,
returned yesterday from a business
trip to Mayfield.
Mr. I. C Kilgore, of Cape Girar-
deau, Mb., arrived yesterday to visit
Mr. Blaine Kilgore, of the cooperage
works.
Mr. John Ble,c4i, Jr.. the jeweler.
Chas gone to Detroit, Mich., to enter
the school of engraving.
General Manager W. D. Davis. of
the Southern Bitutiahic !company. of
Boston, Mass., was hete,:byestevd-ay
looking over the local wart ',and in
the afternoon went to Birmngham.
Ala.
Mk. I. I.. l)avies has returned from
sopourning at Dawson,
Mr. C. E. Rengfro, of this city, M.
J. K. Bartlett, of St Louis.' and Mr.
Joseph 'Tilden of Nashville, have -gone
to Certsle-an Springs
Idesdanies May Peeples and Mag-
gies lieTbert, of Cincinnati, are vis-
iting Mk. and Mrs. Wm. Herbert, of
Broadway near Ninth.
Mr. Floyd Harris and niece, MiSS
Mary Young, have returned from
Niagra Falls.
Miss Carciie Herbst left last evening
for the round trip aboard, the steamer
Kentucy up the Tennessee river.
Miss Marie Brevard, of -Hickman.
Ky., arrived yesterday 4o visit Miss
Ethel Brooks.
Mr. John S. Bleederr and brile will
arrive next Thursday from their wed-
ding trip.
Mass Kate Smith, of Monroe street,
left for a round trip up the Tennes-
'see last night- on the steamer Ken-
tucky.
Miss Joie Ifaag, of West Broadway,
leaves today for Canonsburg. Ind,
and Marshall!, Ill., to visit.
Mr. Howard Shelton left yesterday
for Dixon Springs, Ill., and will re-
turn today.
Mr. James Utterback returned yes-
terday morning from Kenosha, Wis.,
where he accompanied Mr. Samuel
Hughes, who goes for a sojourn for
his health, which has been bad of
late.
MT. J. P. Laffey of Cincinnati, is
vis:ting his daughter, Mrs. C. A.
Peak of 739 Broadway.
Colonel Victor Van de Male leaves
'oday for a drumming trip through
Tennessee.
Misses Jennie and Harriet Heine-
man. of St. Louis, are visting the
family of their uncle, Contractor J.
C. Mart. •
M. and Mrs. Thomas Nance and
son leave next Thursday for a two
!moths .visit to the forrner's daug-h-
ter in Colorado.
Mr. Joseph Rothchild leaves tomor-
row for a drumming trip through
Tenressee. '
Mr. J. C. O'Bryan aind son, Leech,
went shi, Morning to Lous-ville from
whench the latter returns tonight,
while the boy remains several weeks
to visit his sister.
Mrs. James Qillins and grandson
leave this zrantraing for a soiourn at
do w son, .
City Cleric lien Bailey goes back
11)y
toe nay fur aot rest fit Dawson.
Mr. and Mhs. John Keithley, of St.
Lou. are viaiting the family of May-
or D A. Yeiser
Mr. Frank Boone will return the
last of this week from Colorado.
Mr. James 'Dupin arrired here yes-
terday and left this morning for May-
field, he having stopped over here en
route from visiting his former home
in Morganfield.
Mr. James Smith went to Ceru-
lean Springs yesterday.
Mrs. W. S. Ritchie and children
of Bronson avenue have returned
from Illinois.
-Miss Marguerite McCall, of Lou-
i,ville, is visitiriks.s Inez Trent.
Mias Sophia of South Ninth,
.6 visiting at Metropolis.
Mr. 'Clarence McGregor, of South
Fourth, has gone to Chicago and New
York.
-Mr. Milo Rector has returned from
attending the .funeral of hi, mint in
Illinois.
Mrs. J. W. Coobs has returned
from visiting in Hopkinsville, Ky.
Mr. Frank M. Ferriman has re-
turned from a Southern drumming
trip.
Dr. George Adams has gone to vis-
it his sick wife ar Eminence, Ky.
Mr. Arhur E. Bailey ,the newspa-
per writer, has returned front Dixon
Springs.
Ms. M. E. Pritchett and Misses
Pickle and Vivian Pritchett go to Il-
linois today to visit-
Miss Flora McCann and Mr. John
SALE-one-home power McCann of 
South Ninth go to Lou-
emotes and shafting. Paducah peg. & amine today.
Boolobindi. trg Co. Dr. H. F. Threlkeld of Salem, Ky.,
returned home yesterday after visit-
FOR - SALE--1' Acre improved ing his brother. Attorney Lal D.
farm, Maxon Mills, fine creek bottom, Threlkeld. .
nly .$75o oo. Apply fit 3 Broadway. Lawyer Charles Grassham has re-
turned from Clarksville, Tenn.
. a.
FOR SALE-Cow with young cilf. Judge Lawrence Anderson of May-
,
'Phone ',too. fold, was here yesterday. ,
Miss Marie Brooks went to visit
Miss Emma Smith of Memphis yes-
_
Excursion Rates
•
are now on at Coritran-Shoe
Men's, Women's and Children's
Sohes.
175 -PHONE -175 ,
and do your drug shopping
Our delivery service is yours for
the asking5-Labsointeis. free. Use it
early and often, or late if yo0 wish
-as late as To o'clock at night.
Don't hesitate to use it. We guar-
antee satisfaction. If the goods we
tend out don't suit you return them
immediately. ,Our goods are always
worth the Monel 41 us.
We make haste.
R.W. WILIER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Druggists Mb sad riper.
Both Fuson
Mr. J. E. Thomas and wife of
North Thirteenth have returned from
Milburn, Ky., where they attended the
funeral of Mrs. L. D. Stone.
Mr. John R. Scott and wife of
Nashville, have returned, home aftsr
visiting the latter's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. K. Greer, of Jefferson street.
Mrs. Eunice Seiner, of Meridian,
Miss., will arrive today to visit Mrs.
J. E. Thomas, of North Thirteenth.
Mr. J. W. Qualls has gone to
'Slatightersville, Ky., to visit his fam-
ily.
Miss Harvey Amoss, of Cobb, Ky.,
returned home yesterday after visit-
ing Miss Carrie Griffith, who accom-
panied h•er.
Mrs. H. W. Brisendine, of Paris,
Tenn., returs•ed home yesterday after
visiting her cousin, Mrs. M. E. Phl-
lips of South Ninth.
Miss Mae Joiner, of North Sixth,
goes to Eddyville, Ky., today.
Misr Thom Phillips, of Fanning.
ton, Ky., has returned home after
visiting Miss Lillian Phillips, of
(-Hs,  .1.40.10.414-
1.Quis-
Dyers-
Almost every coal dealer .claims
his coal is the best but there- is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones No 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General ,Manager.
10.1.11-444-1-l-1-: till 1
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
telephones No.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
The steamer Kentucky got out fo••
the Tennessee river last night. She
comes back again next Thursday af-
ternoon.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in to-
day or tomorrow from Nashville, and
gcts out immediately for Clarksville.
The Dick Fowler returned from
Cairo last night and lays here until
8 o'clock tomorrow morning before
departing on her return that way.
The steamer Clyde comes out of
the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night and lays here until five o'clock
Wednesday afternoon before depart-
ing on her return that way.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and lays until zo
o'clock tomorrow morning before
getting out on her return that way.
'The John S..Hopkins went to Ev-
Special Ten Day's Sale
EY-E-SEEIEWEL-RT AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 10 year Gold l'illed Case, Ellin Movement, for $8•45.
A Seth Thomas $12.no Mantel Clock for $7•50
toa
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set, $345 
•
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,  -75 I
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set ,r,  SI.50
Our entie line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent. .off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine a and line in the city, at 50 per cent.
off regular price-you must see this line to estimate fufly the bargians We
are offering
A special reduction on every art icle in our store for ro days only-
strictly for cash-
Our repais must give you satin faction.
1.‘ " I • 
"1Eyes tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co•
315 BROADWAY, GUT HRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KONETZKA, JEWELER AND OUTICIAN
11 Years Experience.
r
ansville yesterday and comes back subscribe For The Register
Tuesday. 
• •
•
The Georgia Lee passed down yes-
terday en route to Memphis from 
Cincinnati. She gets to Memphis to- 4
Tuesday bound back this way.
morrow afternoon and leaves there AbramL. Weil ec Co
The Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati
Tuesday and leaves Wednesday on
her return this way for Memphis.
The City of Saltillo is due up today
en route to the Tennessee river from
St. Louis.
The City of Savannah is due out
of the Tennessee river tonight or
tomorrow en route to St. Louis.
The toveboat I.yda has gone to the
Cumberland river after ties
The little packet Ruth No. arrived
here yesterday from Ironton, Ohio.
and went to Bainbridge. La., to enter
the trade out of that city.
The Wash Honstiell has gone to
Colbert Shoal, after some barges
that sank there last year.
V. John Reynolds resumed his
place as chief engineer on the steam-
er Kentucky yesterday, after a
month's vacation! Mr. Win. Hemp-
hill, of Metropolis, has been discharg-
ing the duties- during the other's ab-
sence, and returned home yesterday
on being relieved
Mier Stages.
Cairo, t9.4; rising.
Chattanooga 12.5 falling.
Cincinnat, 101; rising.
Eva !Mine , 6.4; rising.
Florence. 10.5;
Johnsonville, 13.6; rising.
Louisville, 3.8; rising.
Mt. Carmel, 1.0;
Nashville, 11.7;
Pittsburg, 5.7;
-Davis Island Dam, 3.2; falling.
St Louis, 13.1; falling.
Mt Vernon. 4.8; rising
Paducah, 10.5; rising.
Burnside, 5.1; falling.
Carthage, to.!; rising.
NOTICE.
TO TWE CITIZENS OF PADU-
CAH, KENTUCKY:
We have completed arrangements
whereby J. E. VAillianason & Co., of
Paducah, Ky., have bee-erne the agents
of your -city for our celebrated Green
River White Bleaching Stone.
Anyone desiring   anythingin Ce•rn-
et ery work, would do well to see J.
E. Williamson & Co.. and g.ve this
material their consideration before
placing their order.
Very respectfully,
F. J. SCHOLTZ Sr SON.
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
ea Phone 369, Residence Phone 726
IFINITOMMOONI& 
4 871). W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE.
116 Fraternity Building
01111110 PROM 44-• RESIDENCE PHONE m
whtdoun i
for Excursion Rates on high grade
Shoes. Both Phones No. 110.
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horne Power Motor.
z 5 Horse Power Motor.
5% Horse Power Mato,. -
1 II Horse Power Motor.
1 zo Norse Power Motor.
z Goo Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
111-123 North Fourth Street
V
S 
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEVENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
203. 205 S. Tnird
BUY
TRADE WATER COAL
IT IS the BEST ,
Coidifor wagons-atiElevator Both Teleiiitones254.
Foot of West Kentucky COM Co.
II.,•ovrorated.
M.
